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R. L. McNeill's Preface
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant

Independent Design Verification Program
Interim Technical Report

HLA Soils cwork

R. L. McNeill participated in the geotechnical aspects
of this ITR, reviewing and evaluating the reasonableness
of the data, helping to estimate data when necessary, and

guiding and reviewing the geotechnical aspects of the
analysis, all of which were carried out by RLCA staff.
For this reason, Dr. McNeill agrees with and supports
the geotechnical conclusions of this ITR.

Dr. R. McNeill
Technical Review





S DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR PONER PLANT — UNXT 1

XNDEPENDENT DESIGN VERIFICATION PROGRAll
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This Interim Technical Report, ITR-G8, is one of a
series of XTRs prepared by the DCNPP — IDVP for the purpose
of providing a conclusion to the program.

This report summarizes the IDVP-verification of the HLA
soils work related to the outdoor water storage tanks, intake
structure, buried auxiliary saltwater piping and buried
diesel fuel oil tanks. The IDVP verification reported in
this ITR includes a consolidation and revision of the soils
verification effort performed as the Additional Sample and
Additional Verification effort. For the buried diesel fuel
oi1 tanks, DCP analysis (HLA 1982) performed prior to the DCP
corrective action program is reviewed and reported in this

~

~

ITR. The IDVP verification of the DCP corrective action
program on the buried tank (HLA 1983 work) will be reported
in Revision 1 to this ITR. The IDVP verification results in
this XTP. will be reported in Section 4.9.2 of the XDVP Final
Report.

As IDVP Program l1anager, Teledyne Engineering Services
has reviewed this Interim Technical Report. Professors J.iI.
Biggs and H.J. Holley, Jr., participated in the verification
efforts underlying this report, as summarized in Appendix C
Program ilanager's Assessment. Reflecting that participation,
they are in agreement with the contents of this report.

ITR Reviewed and Approved
XDVP Program Yianager
Teledyne Engineering. Services

n

R. !Tray
Assistant roject Nanager

for .t4. 'ggs and, .'J., lley, Jr.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

(Ill This. interim technical report summarizes the
Independent Design Verification Program (IDVP) review of
the Diablo Canyon Project's (DCP) soils analyses for
various structures at Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
(DCNPP).

In this interim technical report (ITR), soils
analyses which were selected by the IDVP for their,
additional verification sample are examined as well as
analyses selected later to verify DCP corrective action.
In addition, analyses performed by the DCP to evaluate
structural stability factors of safety (i.e., sliding,
overturning, and bearing pressure) are also reviewed.

I

The IDVP Phase I Plan (Reference 1) specified that
Robert L. Cloud Associates (RLCA) review the soils
analyses performed by PGandE's seismic service-related
contractor, Harding Lawson Associates (HLA). The IDVP
review consisted of verifying the methods, completeness,
and the results of the various analyses performed by
HLA. The IDVP also reviewed DCP structural analyses for
the intake structure and outdoor water storage tanks
(ONST), where results of these analyses are used in
conjunction with the HLA work to determine structural
stability factors of safety.

For their soils analyses, HLA examined the
following areas: outdoor water storage tanks, intake
structure, buried auxiliary saltwater piping and buried
diesel fuel oil tanks and connecting lines. The
analyses are contained in several reports published
during 1978 (References 2 and 3).

For all the structures at the plant site, the HLA
analyses included a lithology definition of material
properties. Other information developed differed for'arious structures as shown below:

pressures
allowable bearing

lateral pressures, sliding
resistance, and bearing pressures





dynamic soil/structure
interaction, piping qualification, and associated
factors of safety

dynamic soil/structure
interaction, tank qualification and associated
factors of safety.
The IDVP review of all HLA soils work for the

DCNPP structures is presented in this ITR, which
includes a consolidation and revision of soils review
work published in earlier ITRs (see Background, below).
The previous reports addressed HLA soils work for the
intake structure and outdoor water storage tanks. These
structures are included in this ITR as well as the
buried diesel. fuel oil tanks and auxiliary saltwater
pipes.

In this report, all aspects required to qualify
these structures and components are verified as follows:

(1) Determination of soil and rock properties
in the various areas

(2) Assessment of the demand loads

(3) Assessment of the capacities of the soil,
rock, structures, and components

(4) Evaluation of appropriate factors of safety.
The Hosgri earthquake controlled over the design

(DE) and double design (DDE) earthquakes.

Where uncertainties existed in the analyses due to
variation in test data, computed soil properties, or
accuracy of analytical methods, the IDVP assessed their
impact upon results and final factors of safety.

As part of the Phase I Program, Roger F.„ Reedy,
Inc. (RFR) performed a quality assurance (QA) review of
PGandE and seismic service-related contractors prior to
June 1978 which included the firm of Harding Lawson
Associates (HLA). The results of these QA reviews
showed that Harding Lawson Associates did not implement
a quality assurance program for the DCNPP-1 soils work.
As a result, RLCA and Dr. Robert HcNeill formulated a
program to verify the HLA soils work (Reference 4).
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The early results of
RLCA and Dr. HcNeill were
available. The following
8) are superseded by this

the program carried out by
reported as they became
ITRs (References 5, 6, 7, and
report:

13 Intake Structure: Bedrock Depth
Determination and Backf ill
Property Definition

16

39

Outdoor Water Storage Tanks

Intake Structure: Bearing Capacity
and Lateral Earth Pressure

40 Intake Structure: Sliding Resistance.

I

The FSAR (Reference 9) provides a general
description of the site geology and topography.

The Diablo Canyon site is located in San Luis
Obispo County approximately 190 mile" south of San
Francisco and 150 miles northwest of Los Angeles,California. It consists of about 750 acres near the
mouth of Diablo Creek and is located on a sloping
coastal terrace, ranging from 60 to 150 feet above sealevel. The terrace terminates at the Pacific Ocean on
the southwest and extends toward the San Luis Mountains
on the northeast. The terrace consists of bedrock
overlain by surficial deposits of marine and nonmarineorigin.

The geologic history of the San Luis Range is
typical of that of the southern coast ranges ofCalifornia. It ranges from early rock assemblages in
the Late llesozoic Age to the uplift of wave-cut
platforms and landslide erosion in the Pleistocene Age.
The plant site is underlain by a complex sequence ofstratified marine sedimentary rocks and tuffaceous
volcanic rocks of the Tertiary (Y'iocene) Age.





The bedrock is characterized by a preponderance of
sandstone. The sandstone is light to medium gray where
fresh, and light gray to buff and reddish brown where
weathered. It ranges from silty to markedly tuffaceous
and from very hard to moderately soft. Tuff, which
consists chiefly of altered volcanic glass, is abundant
within the bedrock. Also widely scattered but much less
abundant is tuff breccia. Much of the sandstone is
traversed by fractures.

l1arine terrace deposits form covers over ome of
the bedrock. They include bouldery rubble, gravel
composed of shells and rocks, beach sand, pebbly silt,
silty to clayey sand with shell fragments, and soft
clay. Honmarine deposits form the predominant fraction
of the terrace cover. They consist mainly of slump,
creep, and slope-wash debris.

The contact between bedrock and overlying terrace
deposits represents two wave-cut platforms and inter-
vening slopes. Each of these platforms terminates
eastward against a cliff or steep 'shoreline slope and
westward at the upper rim of another similar but younger
slope.

During geologic mappings and foundation excavations
bedrock was continuously exposed. The plant foundation
is underlain by a moderately to steeply north-dipping
sequence of thin to thick-bedded sandy mudstone and
fine-grained sandstone. The bedrock of tuffaceous silt-
stone and fine-grained sandstone extends up to about the
lower platform at elevation ll5 feet. The major
structures are all founded on rock, reached by
excavation of rock and soil overburden. Terrace gravel
overlies the bedrock and extends to about elevation 145
feet. The bedrock contains fractures of various
irregular shapes. Several small faults were mapped in
the foundation excavations. Geologic evidence indicates
that the ground at and near the site has not been dis-
placed by faulting for at least 80,000 years.

Zumm ~
The IDVP has completed the review of HLA soils work

for DCNPP. The IDVP examined FILA soils tests and
analyses, performed alternate calculations, and compared
results to values from accepted literature. The IDVP
reviewed HLA geophysical surveys, descriptions of





borings, lab tests, and completed reports. The XDVP
then reviewed the structural stability factor of safety
calculations and contributing calculations as performed
by HLA and the DCP.

The IDVP found the refueling water storage tank
(OWST) to meet licensing criteria with respect to stress
evaluation, sliding, overturning, and bearing pressure
factor of safety.

The IDVP found the intake structure to be qualified
with respect to factor of safety against sliding. The
IDVP will present results of its review for the intake
structure overturning and bearing pressure factors of
safety in Revision 1 of this ITR.

The XDUP performed parametric studies to determine
the critical parameters and values used in evaluation of
the buried diesel fuel oil tanks. The IDVP will review
the DCP reanalysis and present its results in Revision 1
of this XTR.

The IDVP found the auxiliary saltwater pipes and
circulating water intake lines to be qualified pending
confirmation of the postprocessing routines used to
determine final stress values. The results of that
review will be presented in Revision 1 of this XTR.





2.0 XNDEPENDENT DESIGN VERIFICATION i~lETHODS

2.1

2.1.1

For each of the soils areas included in this
review, the DCP overall methodology was identical.

First, actual soil/rock testing was performed by
HLA during the 1977-1978 period. Second, data obtained
from the tests were compared and supplemented with
earlier data obtained by HLA and others. Finally,
analyses were performed using these data, which serve as
the qualification analyses. The XDVP has found the
overall DCP methodology to be acceptable.

For each of the review areas, different specific
methods were employed both with respect to approach and
licensing criteria. The differences range from hand
calculation of bearing capacity for use in the stability
analysis to finite element modeling and extensive stress
analysis of buried components. Where the data were
incomplete, the IDVP noted this, estimated the range
of values, and performed parametric studies within those
ranges.

The IDVP reviewed specific methods by examining
geophysical surveys, descriptions of borings, lab tests,
completed reports and calculations as reported therein.

2.1.2

For its additional verification sample, the IDVP
identified each step in the HLA testing and analysis
procedure. Review of the overall HLA soils work was
accomplished by verifying a sample from each of these
steps.

Examples of the IDVP review for the additional
verification sample included alternate calculation of
bearing capacity, check of computer input, review of
assumptions, alternate calculations (parametric studies)
to review analytical approaches, and a comparison of
bedrock. level data from several sources for consistency.
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To verify the DCP corrective action for the buried
tanks, the IDVP'will review actual DCP design
calculations for another sample and report the results
in Revision 1 of this ITR.

2.1.3

Alternate calculations and analyses were performed
by the IDUP to augment the review of the DCP soils work.
This effort was integrated with design reviews and was
used to resolve questions or differences in technical
approach. Calculations were performed by hand or
computer, as appropriate to the situation. Specific
sections of this report present details of these
analyses.

2 ~ 2 ~~
The IDVP assembled and reviewed the applicable

licensing criteria. The major documents used in the
IDVP review were the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR,
Reference 9) and Hosgri Report (Reference 10).

7
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3.0 OUTDOOR HATER STORAGE TANKS

3.1

The outdoor water storage tanks (OWST) are situated
on the east side of the auxiliary/fuel handling building
as shown in Figure l. In this area, a cut slope rises
to the east (see Figure 2). Originally these steel
tanks were founded on compacted fill. In 1977 the
compacted fillunder the tanks was replaced with
concrete and the steel tanks themselves were encased in
concrete (Reference 11).

The outdoor water, storage tanks consi t of four
types of tanks: the refueling water storage tank,
firewater/transfer storage tank, condensate tank, and
primary water storage tank.

The refueling water storage tank was selected as
the sample for review by the IDVP. It is designated as
Design Class 1 and includes a steel liner surrounded by
a concrete shell. Concrete fillwas poured upon
excavated rock and rock anchors were placed around the
perimeter to serve as the foundation system. An
illustration of this tank and its foundation is shown in
Figure 3.

3.2

For its additional verification sample, the IDVP
reviewed HLA analyses of the rock underneath both the
Unit 1 and Unit 2 outdoor water storage tanks at DCNPP.

3.2.1

The HLA soil analyses for the outdoor water storage
tanks consisted of a lithology definition and determin-
ation of values for bearing capacity.

To provide data on lithology< HLA performed three
studies in 1970, 1973, and 1978 (References 2, 3, 12 and
13). The first study established the stability of the
cut slope to the east by classical methods.

The second study established the stability of the
cut slope east of the tanks by finite element analyses.
For this study, twelve test borings 30 to 120 feet in
depth were drilled and eight test pits up to 12 feet in





depth were excavated. Laboratory tests were performed
on disturbed and undisturbed samples of soil and rock
and geophysical surveys were conducted.

The third HLA study established the in situ
properties of the original compacted fill under the
tanks and determined the bedrock depth.

Table 1 presents a comparison of bedrock
information from the HLA 1973 and 1978 field logs and
reports, along with results from the PGandE final
excavation drawings.

3.2 '

The purpose of the IDVP study was to verify the
allowable bearing capacity of the rock as determined by
the HLA data. To this end, the IDVP used the
simplifying assumption that each tank rested on a
cylindrical plug of mass concrete founded on rock or
rock-like material (i.e., having a shear wave velocity
greater than 2500 fps). The IDVP verified the lithology
around and under the tanks and the properties of the
involved earth materials. Based on those results, tne
bearing capacity was evaluated. ~

In 1973, HLA performed a strength test on a rock
sample near boring 3, as shown in Figure 4. This test
gave shear stress results of 11,770 psf which would
correspond to a compressive strength of 163 psi.

The rock sample upon which the HLA test was based
is loca>ed at a depth of 21 feet and described in the
FSAR as silty sandstone; however, the unedited HLA field
log indicated the sample was in a weakly consolidated
siltstone which was weathered. This sample is not
representative of the surrounding rock, and therefore
test values are conservative.

The -IDVP examined and evaluated data from the
pertinent literature (e.g., Reference 14) which showed
that an intact specimen of sandstone would possess a
compressive strength on the order of several thousand
psi as opposed to the HLA value of 163 psi. Use of the
HLA value is acceptable because it would yield
conservative results; the strength of this particular

ample from a weathered seam is expected to be less than
most of the surrounding rock mass.





Other 1973 HLA data support the use of 163 psi as a
conservative value for compressive strength. Crosshole
seismic-velocity information from boring 6 to boring 3
(see Figure 5 and Table 2) indicates that P-wave
velocity is in the range of 6,500 fps. This value
corresponds to a Young's modulus of between 500 to 600
ksi. Reported values of Young's modulus for
sandstone-like materials are much higher, ranging from
870 to 3,200 ksi, with a mean value of 2,000 ksi
(Reference 14). Thus, using the HLA value of 6,500 fps
to calculate moduli for settlement estimates yields
conservative results. Lower bound modulus values would
yield upper bound calculated settlement values.

The HLA profile showed the design properties of the
materials in the slope to be sound sandstone, with the
surface never below about elevation 125 feet. Any
excavation in the tank area is into that rock.

HLA design strength parameters of 4,000 psf
cohesion, with an angle of internal friction of 35
degrees, were plotted against the reported test, as
shown in Figure 4. The DCP used an allowable bearing
stress of 80 ksf. Using the HLA values, the ultimate
bearing capacities calculated by standard methods range
from 387 ksf to 488 ksf, depending on the depth of
embedment. The IDVP determined the static settlement
would be approximately 4 to 6 mils per ksf of bearing
pressure.

3.3

The DCP methodology for the analysis of the ONST
is described in Section 2.1.6 of the PGandE Phase I
Final Report. The seismic review was performed using
the FSAR and Hosgri Report criteria.

The DCP analysis of the refueling water storage
tank for the Hosgri event provided forces, moments, and
stresses at the base of the structure for the required
loading combinations. An axisymmetric model was
formulated to analyze the effects of gravity loading,
hydrostatic pressure, structure inertial forces and
hydrodynamic loads. The hydrodynamic loads consisted of
impulsive and convective pressures. A 3-D model was
also used to assess the effects of the non-axisymmetric
vault opening on the stresses near the opening.

10





t1inor discrepancies had been noted between the
as-built condition and the original finite element
analysis. The DCP performed hand calculations to review
the tank and compared their results to the original
analysis. DCP hand calculations showed the
discrepancies to be insignificant and the tank structure
to be qualified.

The results of the computer analysis were used to
qualify the tank foundation. The DCP computed demand
loads at the concrete fill/foundation interface. Values
for allowable bearing pressure, angle of internal
friction, and cohesion were used as discussed in Section
3.2. Total capacity for sliding and overturning was
computed. The resulting factors of safety were then
calculated.

The IDVP concludes that the DCP methodology for the
OWSTs is acceptable as described in the PGandE Phase I
Final Report.

3.4

3.4.1

These DCP calculations were performed by hand,
using formulas presented in published papers, and were
used to verify the original URS/Blume dynamic analysis.
The IDVP selected the DCP analysis for the refueling
water storage tank, because this tank is designated
Design Class 1 and all the tank foundations are similar.

In the DCP analysis, the hydrodynamic forces were
resolved into the impulsive and convective components.
Dead, hydrostatic, inertia and pipe nozzle loads were
added. Stresses in the tank liner as well as the base
shear and overturning moments were computed. The effect
of discrepancies between the as-built condition and the
URS/Blume analysis was evaluated. DE/DDE stresses and
loads were computed based on the peak spectral
accelerations for appropriate damping ratios. This
procedure is conservative in that the acceleration
values corresponding to the computed natural frequency
were not used.





Results of the DCP hand analysis shoi'red the
computer analysis by URS/Blume to be adequate. Because
the as-modeled tank thicknes" was less than the as-built
thickness, there was an increase of approximately 7 to
80 on shear and overturning moments. The DCP found that
tank stresses were within allowables, as shown in Table 3.

The IDVP verified the DCP hand calculations only,
which were shown to properly reflect information in the
design drawings, including thickness of the steel and
concrete liners.

To compute the hydrodynamic forces and effective
masses for the tank, the DCP assumed a vibrational shape
corresponding to a cantilever beam (flexural deformation).
This procedure is acceptable.

The IDVP calculated the vertical natural frequency
and the corresponding acceleration magnitude. The IDVP
determined that the DCP calculated dynamic load factor
of 2.0 was conservative. Nozzle load information was
properly transferred for the DCP stress analysis. iIember
evaluation qualification analyses for the tank were
found acceptable. Stresses for DE/DDE were properly
computed by calculating the ratios of DE/DDE to Hosgri
stresses.- Allowable stresses for the steel and concrete
were properly computed.

The IDVP concurs with the DCP conclusion that the
original URS/Blume computer analysis is acceptable.

3.4.2 4 ~ V

The DCP computed demands at the concrete fill/
foundation interface and compared them to capacities to
determine the factors of safety for sliding and over-
turning. Base shears and overturning moments from the
URS/Blume dynamic analysis of the tanks were used. The
concrete fillwas assumed to be accelerated at the
peak ground acceleration (PGA), and then was added to
the results of the tank analysis to obtain total shear
and overturning moment at the rock foundation. The
difference in concrete fillvolume between Units 1 and 2
was considered.

12





Sliding and overturning capacities were then
calculated. The sliding resistance was stated to be the
sum of friction and shear fracture for the shear failure
plane in the bedrock as shown below:

S = (N)Tan(phi) + Ac
where

S = Total shear capacity
N = Normal load

phi = Angle of internal friction
A = Contact area at the rock interface
c = Cohesive resistance.

The normal load was taken as the sum of the rock anchor
preload (including prestress loss) and deadweight of the
tank, tank foundation, and concrete fill. No fluid
weight was considered. This method gives conservative
values when calculating overturning capacity and is
acceptable.

The DCP also considered possible shear failure
planes at:

o Existing slab 'interface
o Within the concrete fill
o At the concrete fill/rock inter face.

These possible shear failure planes were shown to
have higher factors of safety than a shear failure plane
in the bedrock. The factor of safety calculations were
performed by the DCP and accounted for additional forces
due to the increased thickness of the tank wall. This
reflected the as-built condition and selection of the
largest forces and moments from either the axisymmetric
or 3-D model results using the URS/Glume analysis. The
minimum factor of safety against sliding for Units 1 and
2 was stated to be 1.6.

The overturning capacity was first computed by
assuming that the rock anchors yield and the foundation
bearing stress reached its allowable compression
simultaneously. The overturning capacity was then
computed by summing moments due to tension in the rock
anchors and compression in the foundation rock. The
neutral axis location was determined through an
iterative process. This resulted in a factor of safety
against overturning of 1.6.
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Tne DCP provided a new analysis addressing the IDVP
observation that a linear strain distribution was not
satisfied for the condition where rock anchors reached
yield stress at the same time as the rock reached its
allowable compression stress. The DCP recalculated the

''capacity using a stress distribution which assumed that
an increase in strain above the strain corresponding to
the allowable compression stress would not result in
additional stress. The new factor of safety against
overturning was 2.3.

3.5

The IDVP performed alternate calculations to
determine the factors of safety against sliding with the
shear plane in the bedrock. The shear capacity was
considered to be the lower of:

1. Frictional resistance or shear failure — motion
from the East or North-South.

2. Friction in the plane of the lowermost step
with shear fracture through the plane of the
steps — motion from the Nest.

The IDVP computed the normal load due to the tank
(excluding water) as being 0.4g. This value was
computed by multiplying the 0.90g amplified spectral
acceleration in the horizontal direction by two thirds
to obtain the vertical acceleration and subtracting this
from the lg dead load.

The frictional resistance of mode (1) was found to
control the sliding capacity. The highest shear demand
from the DCP computer and hand analyses results was
selected for the base shear. The factor of safety
against sliding was calculated by the IDVP to be 1.5.

The IDVP found the use of a constant stress
distribution at strains above those corresponding to the
allowable bearing stress of 80 ksf to be acceptable for
computing the overturning moment capacity, since the
ultimate bearing capacity is nearer to 400 or 500 ksf.
Calculational methods used to determine the factors of
safety were acceptable.

14
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3.6

The IDVP found the DCP qualification analyses for
the outdoor water storage tanks to be acceptable. The
DCP showed the minimum factor of safety to be 1.6 for
sliding and 2.3 for overturning. The IDVP performed
alternate calculations and showed the factor of safety
to be 1.5 for sliding. The IVDP found the DCP method
for computing the overturning factor of safety to be
acceptable.

A number of conservatisms existed in the DCP
analyses. Mater weight contributing to normal force to
resist sliding was neglected. Peak spectral
accelerations were conservatively used to determine the
tank foundation forces and moments. Passive pressure

'romthe surrounding rock was neglected. Finally, the
allowable bearing pressure of 80 ksf was conservative in
the DCP analysis.

Based on the analyses and their review, the IDVP
determined that ONSTs meet licensing criteria with
respect to structural stability.
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4 0 INTAKE STRVCTVRE

4.1

The intake structure is a reinforced concrete
building 240 feet by 100 feet by 50 feet. It is founded
on a grout mudmat poured neat to bedrock. Three sides
have been backfilled to grade. Figure 6 shows a plan
and section view of the intake structure and control
building.

The top deck level of the structure is at elevation
+17.5 feet. Concrete walls span to other slabs located
at elevations -2.1 and -31.5 feet. The pump deck floor
is at elevation -2.1 feet and supports the four main
circulating water pumps and the four Design Class 1
auxiliary saltwater pumps.

4.2

HLA performed geophysical investigations and
backfill borings for the intake structure in 1978,
several years after it was constructed. Bedrock depth
was determined and backfill properties were defined.
Based on these data, HLA calculated bedrock depth,
lateral earth pressures, sliding surface and resistance,
and bearing capacity.
4.2.1

To determine bedrock depth, HLA performed seismic
and core sampling at the intake structure site. Five
auger borings were performed on February 7-8, 1978, as
shown in Figure 6. HLA also undertook seismic
refraction surveys consisting of downhole and crosshole
tests done between February 10-22, 1978.

From these tests, samples were taken and laboratory
tests performed. For each of the five samples, HLA
reported six lab tests: moisture density, Atterberg
limits, amount of fines, sieve analysis, quick triaxial
and cylic triaxial.





4.2.2

The IDVP compared boring hole sites shown in the
HLA geologist's log with those described in the HLA
report, as shown in Table 1. Next the IDVP compared
the bedrock levels from EILA core/sampling with the
seismic refraction tests and the final excavation
surveys as shown in Table 2. Because the bedrock
surface is irregular and sloping, seismic refraction
information at this depth is accurate to within +20-"..

Based on the comparisons shown in these tables, the
IDVP verified the HLA values for depth to bedrock for
the intake structure.
4.3

The IDVP reviewed the DCP analyses for the intake
structure in ITR 058 and found them to be acceptable.
The results of those analyses were used to compute the
loads imposed on the foundation by the structure and to
calculate the subsequent factor of safety against
sliding, overturning, and bearing pressure.

The DCP formulated a three-dimensional mathematical
model to represent the intake structure. The model had
a fixed base at the bedrock interface. No soil
representing the backfill was included. The mass of
major equipment and structural components such as the
pedestal and base mat were also not included, because
they are rigid bodies located at the base of the
structure.

The DCP then performed a response spectrum analysis
from which the base shear due to the structural response
was determined. Hand calculations determined the force
distribution and magnitude due to static and dynamic
earth pressure. Water dynamic pressure was evaluated.
These results were combined with the structural response
to yield the total base shear and overturning moment.

Sliding, overturning, and bearing capacities were
determined using HLA soil and rock properties. The
factors of safety were then computed as the ratio of
capacity/demand.
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The IDVP found the DCP methodology acceptable for
calculating the sliding forces with the exception of the
dynamic soil pressure. The IDVP performed alternate
analyses to determine the dynamic soil pressure, since
use of the f1ononobe-Okabe /lethod may not be

appropriate'or

high magnitude earthquakes. The IDVP performed a
finite element dynamic analysis to determine the
sliding and soil bearing pressure loads due to the
backfill acting on the east wall of the intake
structure. The results are discussed in Section 4.5.

4.4

4.4.1

From samples obtained in their shallow borings
around the intake structure area in 1968, HLA performed
two laboratory tests: the unconsolidated and undrained
triaxial compression tests. From these two tests, HLA
determined the bedrock strength parameters of the intake
structure to be:

Angle of internal friction = 30 degrees
Cohesion = 3 ksf.

These parameters were used to compute the bearing
capacity using the Neyerhof formula.

To obtain a lithology definition, HLA also compared
the results from these tests to bedrock parameters from
the turbine building area and to data from a 1972
inspection of the excavated foundation.

HLA computed a bearing capacity of 33 ksf using the
following assumptions:

o 3 foot wide infinitely long footing
o Depth of embedment = 7 feet
o Buoyant filldensity = 70 pcf
o Safety factor = 3.
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The DCP determined the total sliding resistance to
compute the sliding factor of safety. The total
resisting force was calculated to be the sum of sliding
resistance in the bedrock, and skin friction along the
north and south walls. The formula used by the DCP to
compute sliding resistance for the bedrock was:

where
Fr = (N)Tan(phi) + Ac

Fr = Total sliding resistance provided by the
bedrock

N = Minimum normal force

phi = Angle of internal friction
A = Total foundation contact area

c = Cohesive resistance.

This implies that sliding would not occur along the
concrete/bedrock interface before a shear failure in the
rock. This formula and the resulting resisting forces
were also used in the stability calculations for the
Intake structure member evaluation (References 17 and
18).

The coefficient of friction between rock and
concrete is 0.6 for concrete poured neat against rock.
For phi = 30 degrees, Tan(phi) equals 0.58. Because
these are almost equal and the resistance due to sliding
in the bedrock is aided by the cohesion, sliding would
occur at the interface first before shearing in the rock
unless other geometric conditions forced the failure to
occur in the rock. This issue and its implications are
discussed in more detail in Section 4.5.

The minimum normal force was found by taking the
total weight of the stucture (in air) and subtracting
the buoyant force and upward force due to vertical
acceleration. The buoyant force was determined by
multiplying the volume of the structure immersed in
water by the unit weight of the water. The Hewmark
vertical spectra PGA of 0.5g was multiplied by the total
structure dry weight to obtain the vertical seismic
force. The minimum normal force computed was 20,900
kips.
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The skin friction force along the north and south
sides was determined by the product of the normal force
and tangent of the angle of internal friction for the
soil. The normal force was determined using equivalent
static fluid pressures for the soil.
4.4.2

The DCP evaluation of the structural stability of
the intake structure involved the use of the HLA soil
pressure calculations and results from the URS/Bl'ume
dynamic analysis. The URS/Blume dynamic analysis did
not include effects of the soil backfill. The XDUP
reviewed these analyses'nd found them to be acceptable.

The structure base shear was found according to:

where V = Base shear above pedestal
I' Participation Factor of i""mode,

1
n modes total

Sz. = Spectral acceleration of i<" mode
F~. = Residual force of j<" mode, m modes total1

j
The Blume event was found to control over the

Newmark for base shear above the pedestal. The
additional shear force due to masses not modeled and
masses located at nodal points fixed against translation
was added. Finally, the pedestal and base mat acting at
the PGA of 0.67g was added to obtain the total base
shear force due to the structural response.
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HLA calculated both static and dynamic lateral
earth pressures. To compute static lateral pressure,
HLA used the conventional Rankine theory. A smooth
flexible wall was assumed. Backfill properties were
taken as:

o Backfill density = 127 pcf
o Angle of internal friction = 35 degrees.

From these assumptions, HLA calculated equivalent
triangular static pressure values of:

55 pcf above mean water level
90 pcf below mean water level.

To compute the dynamic lateral earth pressure, HLA
used the Nononobe-Okabe method assuming that:

o Soil is dry and cohesionless.
o Mall is flexible.
o tlaximum shear strength is mobilized along the

potential sliding surface.
o Soil behind the wall behaves as a rigid body.

The dynamic lateral earth pressure value for the
soil was combined with the surcharge pressure due to the
control building and was multiplied by a factor of
three. In addition the DCP calculated the dynamic
water pressure. Appendix C shows the HLA lateral earth

'ressure values.

The shear force due to the structural response and
dynamic soil pressure were combined on a SRSS basis.
The DCP considered that the dynamic soil pressure
assumed a rigid wall, that the soil and structure were
considered to be uncoupled, and that a low probability
existed that the motions would occur simultaneously.
The shear force due to the static soil pressure was then
added to obtain a total base shear of 75,515 kips.

The resisting forces were composed of: friction
force along the base, shear fracture of bedrock
supporting the base, and skin friction along the north

'and south walls.





The factor of safety against sliding as computed by
the DCP was 1.3 as shown in Table 4. A minimum
recommended value of 1.1 is given in the HRC Standard
Review Plan (3.8.5). Two factors of conservatism were
present in the DCP analysis:

o The passive pressure acting on the west wall was
not included.

o The maximum vertical uplift response was combined
with the maximum horizontal response. Other
structures such as containment and auxiliary
buildings use either an SRSS or one maximum plus
forty percent of the other orthogonal response
combination.

Overturning moments about the bottom of the west
wall were computed using the sliding forces and
locations of their centroids. Naximum bearing pressures
were then computed. The DCP calculated factors of
safety of 1.6 against overturning and a maximum bearing
pressure stress of 10.9 ksf.
4.5

The IDVP performed a computer analysis to determine
the sliding force and overturning moment acting on the
intake structure due to the backfill. These results
were then compared with the hand calculations performed
by HLA using the Hononobe-Okabe method.

The IDUP assembled a finite element model and used
the, FLUSH computer program for the analysis. The model
is illustrated in Figure 7.

The intake structure was represented by two
vertical beams supported on the base mat. The first
beam represented the east wall of the intake structure
and is the wall adjacent to the backfill. The east wall
is 3 feet thick from elevation 17.5 to -7.67 feet and
six feet thick from elevation -7.67 to -24.5 feet. The
second beam represented the rest of the intake structure
above the base mat.
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The DCP three dimensional analysis of the intake
structure and eigensolution results for the East-Nest/
vertical model are presented in the PGandE Phase I Final
Report. These analyses were found acceptable by the
IDVP as reported in ITR 458. The results show that the
East-Nest behavior is dominated by the 26th mode, whose
period is 0.043 seconds. The percent participation
factor is 40.1, which is five times greater than any
other mode. The IDVP considered this mode to be
dominant in determining the global response of the
structure and 'the east wall.

The east wall was assigned a uniform unit weight
and assumed to act as a uniform cantilever flexural
beam. The moment of inertia was then determined by
using the expression for natural frequency, since the
other quantities were known. The values used as input
for the east wall beam in the FLUSH analysis are
indicated in Figure 7. A flexural beam was designated
because FLUSH does not allow the use of pure shear beam
behavior. The intake structure would deform primarily
in shear, and the mode shape of the east wall would
affect the resulting dynamic soil pressure. The IDVP
idealized the wall and structure beams as flexural beams
given the capability of the FLUSH program.

The same natural frequency was assigned to the beam
representation of the entire intake structure. The
weight of the beam was found'y taking the DCP values
for the weight of the structure (in air), and subtracting
the weight of the base slab, pedestal, and east wall.
The properties assigned to the beam representing the
structure are shown in Figure 7. Solid elements were used
to represent the base slab.

The soil backfill profile was determined by
examining the design and excavation drawings. The
backfill was extended to the top deck of the intake
structure and l20 feet beyond the east wall. The total
backfill depth of 42 feet is larger than the 36 foot
depth used by HLA in the lIononobe-Okabe based
determination of soil pressure.

The IDVP used soil and rock properties shown in
Figure 7 to analyze the soil dynamic loads for the
intake structure. These soil properties were the FILA
values (Reference 2), which the IDVP considers a lower
bound for the material present. The rock values were
equivalent to a material with a shear wave velocity of
2500 fps, the lower value for rock. This is a
conservative value and is based on the geologic data
that indicated rock is in the excavated area.
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Elements with very low stiffness and mass
properties were used to represent space between the
beams and on the west side. A transmitting boundary was
placed on the east side, with rock as the free field
column. A symmetric boundary was placed on the west
side.

No groundwater or surcharge effects were included
as acting on the east wall. The HLA analyses indicated
that the dynamic water pressure was approximately ten
times less than the soil plus surcharge pressure. The
IDVP later used the DCP value for dynamic water pressure
and surcharge pressure when computing an alternate
factor of safety.

The free field Newmark ground acceleration time
history (0.75g PGA) was uniformly scaled by a factor of
0.75 x 0.8 to achieve a ZPA of 0.6g. This is derived
from the value of tau = 0.04 and 7% damped spectra for
the Hosgri (Newmark) horizontal analysis of the intake
structure. The time history was then applied to the
element layer comprising the base mat of the intake
structure without deconvolution.

The FLUSH analysis was performed with results as
shown in Figure 7. The maximum shears in the beam
elements were selected from the computer output. These
values are the maximum time history shears. The Blume
nodal PGA of 0.67g was applied to the base mat.

Another FLUSH model without soil backfill was
subjected to the identical time history to determine
base shear and overturning moments due to the east wall
inertia load only. The base shear due to the inertial
force of the wall in the small FLUSH model was computed
to be 4248 kips, for a 240 foot width of wall. The
total base shear computed in the small FLUSH model
for the structure stick was 18,624 kips, using 240 feet
as the intake structure width. Thus, the total IDVP
computed structural response above the base mat was
22,872 kips. This value compares well with the DCP
computed value for structura'1 response as shown in Table
4, and indicates that the simplified IDVP model gives an
acceptable representation, of the intake structure.
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To calculate the pressures against the east wall,
the inertial part of the wall shears from the large
FLUSH moael was subtracted from the total shears, and
the resulting values were distributed over their
contributory areas. The resulting shear and pressure
diagrams are shown in Figures 8 and 9. The pres ures
average about half the'alues obtained by HLA for the
Hononobe-Okabe analysis, which included a factor of
three.

The value of the pressure depends on the type offlexibility in the wall to some degree. To check the
effect of the wall stiffness on results, the stiffness
was doubled; the first mode frequency of the stick
representing the wall showed a corresponding increase to
33 cps. The result'ng pressures are about 5 percent
more than pressures obtained using the original wall
stiffness. This indicates that the pressure is
insensitive to the wall stiffness above 24 cps.

The DCP assumed the total contact area to be
effective to compute the shear friction and shear
fracture components in the bedrock. The IDVP concludes
that a limited area in the rock adjacent to the shear key
only should be used for this portion of the sliding
resistance, since sliding will occur at the interface
between the r'ock and basemat at other areas before shear
fracture in the rock.

Because the properties of the bedrock under the
intake structure are not reliably known, the IDVP
calculated the rock strengths required to resist sliding
with an appropriate ractor of safety of 1.1.

For the first step in this calculation, the IDVP
used the calculated dynamic values of earth pressure on
the east wall, plus the other DCP calculated horizontal
forces, to calculate a total resultant horizontal
sliding force. This assumed all contributions to be in
their most adverse mode simultaneously. The total
sliding force as used by the IDVP is shown in Table 5.
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A portion of the sliding resistance is due to
simple friction between the concrete and the rock; but,
because the bottom of the building is at different
elevations, a portion of the sliding resistance is due
to shear strength in the rock. The friction portion of
the calculation is direct, using a concrete/rockfriction coefficient of 0.6 with the minimum vertical
normal force.

The required strength of the rock to supply the
remaining sliding resistance was then computed by
assuming a uniform rock shear strength to act over the
remaining area. The result shows that a rock shear
strength of 7.2 ksf would be required, as shown in Table 5.

This value of 7.2 ksf is considered to be
conservative by the IDVP for the following reasons. The
material in the excavation was described as rock, and it
was reported that some blasting had to be done.
According to data published by the Caterpillar Company
(Reference 20), a rock whi'ch has to be blasted rather
than being ripped by a large tractor (D-S), would have a
P-wave velocity of 6,000 fps or greater. According to
work by Deere (Reference 21), a rock with that
velocity would have uniaxial compressive strength of
at least 220 ksf. Shear strength is half that value, ifinternal friction is neglected.

'I
ksf for shear strength of a sandstone.

Thus, from a number of viewpoints, it is clear that
the rock is capable of supplying the necessary strength
to resist the sliding forces with an adequate safetyfactor. Therefore, the IDVP considers the intake
structure to be qualified against sliding.

The NRC has mentioned the possibility of a westerly
dip of the bedrock under the structure. The bathymetry
offshore is not steep, so for a bedding plane to be
adverse, it would have to be nearly norizontal.
Therefore, for simplicity, a horizontal plane is
assumed. The strength properties on a plane located at
such depth would be no less than the strength of
weathered materials. That is, it should be very
conservative to assume c = 3 ksf and phi = 30 degrees.It is also conservative to assume that the bedding plane
would fail just under the structure rootprint.
Considering the conservatisms of the DCP analysis, the
IDVP accepts the DCP factor of safety value of 1.3, and
believes it to be a conservative one for sliding on a
postulated adverse bedding plane.
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4.6

The IDVP has reviewed the HLA/DCP calculations for
computation of the stability factors of safety and
supplemented its review with alternate analyses.

The IDVP found all sliding forces computed by
HLA/DCP to be acceptable, with the exception of the
dynamic soil pressure. The IDVP determined the sliding
forces due to'ynamic soil pressure to be 14,500 kips
versus 27,666 kips computed by the DCP using the
llononobe-Okabe method. The IDVP then added its value ofsliding force due to dynamic earth pressure to the
sliding force due to the structural response on an
absolute sum basis instead of 'the SRSS basis. used by the
DCP. The net result was a total sliding force of
88,147 kips (see Table 5), as compared to the DCP value
of 75,515 kips.

The IDVP considered'he DCP assumption that a shearfailure plane would occur only throughout the bedrock
to be inappropriate. The IDVP considered the total
resistance to consist of:

(1) Shear fracture in a specific area of the
bedrock due to the presence of shear keys in
that area (see ITR 040, Reference 8)

(2) Friction at the concrete/rock interface over
the remaining contact area

(3) Friction between the north and south
concrete walls and soil.

The IDVP computed the rock shear strength required
to attain a factor of safety of 1.1 against sliding.
The shear strength value required was 7.2 ksf, which is
below published values for the types of rock below the
intake structure. The IDVP also found the factor of
safety to be greater than 1.3 for a shear failure planeentirely within the bedrock. Thus, the IDVP found the
intake structure to have an acceptable factor of safety
against sliding.

The above conclusions are based on a completed, but
not finalized, IDVP review of the DCP analysis.
Consistent with IDVP procedures, the conclusions
regarding the DCP analysis are not considered final.
This IDVP review will be finalized, and final results
and conclusions will be reported in Revision 1 of this
ITR< which will include IDVP study on overturning and
bearing pressure factors of safety.
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5.0 DIESEL FUEL OIL TANKS

5.1

Two diesel fuel oil storage tanks (DFOs) are located
about 40 feet west of the turbine building. Each tank
is approximately 10.5 feet in diameter and 63 feet long.
The tank is a 3/8 inch shell with 3x3x3/8 intermittent
angle stiffeners welded to the shell. The tanks have
ASflE 9/16 inch thick ellipsoidal heads. Each tank has a
40,000 gallon capacity. Figure 10 shows details for the
diesel fuel storage tanks.

5.2

5.2.1

Extensive excavation at the site removed most of
the rock to below the full buried depth of the tanks.
Then the area was brought back up to grade by massfilling. Thus the trenches were excavated into both
rock and mass fill. A concrete slab was placed at the
bottom of the trench and bedding sand was laid to
accommodate the shape of the tank. The tank was, then
placed on the bedding sand, and backfill was added and
compacted. Figures ll and 12 show sections illustrating
the material and profiles.
5.2.2

HLA performed static and dynamic tests to determine
the backfill properties and relied upon dynamic tests by
others for the dynamic properties of the rock. HLA
assumed conventional properties for the bedding sand and
the concrete pad. The IDVP agrees with the HLA approach
in choosing properties and evaluated the HLA
determination of soil property values.

The static tests performed by HLA were
Unconsolidated Undrained (UU) and Consolidated Drained
(CD) triaxial compression tests. The tests were
performed at various confining pressures (Sigma-3). The
important quantity measured for these applications was
Young's modulus of elasticity (E) at the start of the
loading part of the test. The results of the CD and UU
tests are shown in Figure 13, where Sigma-3 and E have
been normalized to atmospheric pressure. The data were
interpreted by HLA using a line passed through the data
points, as shown on Figure 13.
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The dynamic data for the .backfill were obtained
by field testing. Low stress shear wave velocities are
about 500 fps and increase with depth (that is, with
confining pressure). The shear wave velocities can be
converted to shear modulus by standard formulas. The
confining pressure is expressed as the mean stress,
Sigma-m, which is the average of the three principal
stresses. The data are shown in Figure 14. HLA chose
to represent the data by Line 2. Their choice of a
line to perform the actual dynamic analysis is the
upper Line 1. The lowest line 3 is the CD line.

Values for variations of shear modulus and damping
with shear strain were taken directly from the
literature. The IDVP determined that these are
acceptable.

The IDVP performed parametric studies to assess the
impact of a range of soil property values due to the
scatter in test results and variations of the soil
properties at the site under investigation.

The dynamic backfill properties were evaluated
by the IDVP. The slope of the curves in Figure 14 show
variance compared to similar soils which were tested for
other projects. Overconsolidated soils (including
compacted soils) often have a flatter slope at low
values of Sigma-m, but higher slopes at higher values of
Sigma-m. Though the absolute values differ, the slopes
of static and dynamic stiffness/ pressure curves for the
same soil are usually similar. Figure 14 presents Line
4, which is essentially parallel to the static data but
passes through the average of the field dynamic data.
Line 4 is an upper limit on the slope of the properties
curve, while Line 2 represents a lower bound; the true
value probably lies somewhere in between.

'he rock properties selected by HLA are expressed
as shear wave velocity, which is a function of elevation
above llSL for this area, as shown in Figure 15. The
values are in the range of those expected for rocks of
these types with these overburdens. The IDVP concurs
with the HLA values.
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5.3

The HLA analysis of the DFO tanks was composed of
static and dynamic analyses. The static analyses
consisted of the formulation of a model to represent the
tank and surrounding soil backfill inside the trench.
Stresses were evaluated for each step of the
construction sequence, and the final states of stress
for the completed backfill operation were later added to
the dynamic results. Further details of the HLA
procedure are given in Section 5.4.l. The IDVP finds
the DCP methodology for the static analyses to be
acceptable.

The dynamic analyses consisted of examining the
tank/soil system for both horizontal and vertical
seismic excitation. The DCP used the FLUSH computer
program to analyze a transverse section taken through
the two DFO tanks. Dynamic soil/rock properties were
determined by HLA and assigned to the model elements.
HLA analyzed four models used to represent the trans-
verse section of the DFOs. The fluid was modeled using
solid elements. Naximum response" from the horizontal
and vertical analyses were combined on an absolute sum
basis. The total dynamic forces and moments in the tank,
wall elements were then added absolutely to the static
stresses.

The IDVP finds the DCP procedure for separating the
dynamic analyses of the DFO tanks into horizontal and
vertical excitation acceptable. Though the behavior of
the soil is non-linear and results are superimposed as if
a linear analyses had been performed, the conservatism of
adding nonconcurrent maximum responses compensates for
this. The IDVP noted several parameters which required
further study within the dynamic analyses, and these are
discussed in Section 5.5.
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5.4

5.4.1

In 1978, HLA performed a static analysis to
determine the in situ static stresses. SSTIP was the
computer program used. Linear elastic properties were
assigned to the tank elements. Hyperbolic stress-strain
and volume change relationships were used for the soil
elements. Stresses were evaluated for each increment offill to simulate the construction sequence. The values
of tangent modulus and Poisson's ratio for each element
were re-evaluated during each increment of load to
conform with the stresses in the element for that
increment. The model for the static analysis is
presented in Figure 16. Axial forces and moments in each
beam element were later added to the results from the
dynamic analysis.

Approximate three-dimensional finite element and
one-dimensional wave propagation methods were used.
Typical cross sections were selected to determine model
parameters. The horizontal control motion (free field
acceleration time history) was applied at the base of
the models and iterations were performed until a strain-
compatible solution was obtained. The vertical
excitation was then applied using the dynamic soil
properties obtained from the horizontal analysis without
further iterations. Force and moment time histories at
selected nodal points were produced.

The FLUSH and SHAKE computer programs were used for
the dynamic analysis. Cross sections C-C and F-F shown
on Figure 17 were selected for representation in the
dynamic models. The effects of the turbine building and
intake conduits were included. Finite elements were
used to model the fluid. An energy-transmitting boundary
was placed at the right side of the model and the
control motion was deconvolved from the surface and
applied directly to the base of the model at elevation 20
feet.
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The tanks and trench were also modeled by sections
Z-Z and Y-Y as shown on Figure 17. Section Z-Z used
upper-bound variations on soil properties (Line 1 of
Figure 14), while section Y-Y used measured properties
from Line 2 of Figure 14. The finite element mesh
ended at the interface with the excavated trench. The
left sides were assigned energy-transmitting boundaries.
Note that the free field control motion was applied
directly to the concrete foundation of the tank.

Using results from their four models, the following
conclusions were made by HLA concerning dynamic behavior:

o The highest values of maximum axial forces
were observed in Z-Z.

o The highest values of maximum moment were
observed in Y-Y and Z-Z.

o Maximum shear forces in Z-Z and Y-Y were
similar.

o The smallest responses always occurred in
C-CD

The dynamic moments and forces were converted to
stresses and added absolutely to the static stresses.

The factors of safety against shear, and combined
axial and bending loads were calculated. For static
loads, the lowest factor of safety was 1.8 (bending and
tension). For combined static and dynamic loads, the
minimum factor of safety was 1.2 (tension and bending,
section Z-Z).

The relative displacement of one end of the tank
with respect to the other in the three mutually
perpendicular directions was evaluated. The maximum
displacements due to horizontal and vertical excitations
were vectorially combined. The computed stress in the
tank wall was from 1.5 to 2.6 ksi. The stress resulting
from longitudinal relative displacement was computed to
be from 13.9 to 22.9 ksi.

The relative displacement between the tank and the
pump vault was computed to be less than 0.26 inches;
thus, the connecting pipe meets criteria.
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HLA performed other analyses in 1982 after
discovering two discrepancies in their original 1978
analyses. The discrepancies were:

o Stress-strain parameters used in the static
finite element analyses were deemed to be
inappropriate.

o The moment of inertia, of the stiffeners was
incorrectly computed.

Cross section Z-Z was reanalyzed statically and
dynamically incorporating the required changes. The
revised static moduli were lower, and the revised moment
of inertia of the stiffeners was nearly three times
higher. The lower static moduli resulted in increased
loads together with the increased flexural stiffness of
the tank wall. The factor of safety increase was due

to'heincrease in section properties of the tank wall
which controlled over the increase in loads. The
overall result was that the min'imum factor of safety
rose from 1.2 to 1.6, considering combined static and
dynamic stresses.

5.4.2

DCP corrective action for the buried diesel fueloil tanks will be addressed in Revision 1 of this ITR.
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5.5

The IDVP conducted its review of the HLA analyses
by examining all applicable documents and reports, and
evaluating suggestions and conclusions raised by the NRC
and its consultant, Brookhaven National Laboratories
(BNL) in meetings between the NRC, DCP, and IDVP. As a
result, the IDUP assembled the review findings and
identified a number of issues as follows:

o Extent and fineness of mesh
o Representation of rock/soil profile outside

the trench and beneath the concrete slab

2)

o Soil properties within the trench

3)

o Determination of cross section properties and
effective width of the intermittent angle
stiffeners

4)

o Free field input passed through the soil layers
or rock layers.

The IDVP performed analyses to assess the significance
of these issues on the factor of safety for the
transverse sections of the DFOs.
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5.5.1

HLA used four finite elements to represent the
fluid in the tank and assigned a low shear modulus in
conjunction with a high value of Poisson's ratio to
achieve specified constant values of P-wave velocity and
bulk modulus.

The IDVP performed an analysis using FLUSH which
re-created the DCP results. The IDVP then ran
parametric studies with respect to the fluid modeling.
The issue was that the four fluid element model was too
coarse and caused artificial shifts in values of the
axial load in the tank elements. To address this
concern the first of three IDVP analyses increased the
fineness of the fluid element mesh from four to
thirty-six elements. These IDVP fluid element models
are shown in Figure 18. The second analysis used lumped
masses to represent the fluid, and placed these at the
nodes corresponding to the tank wall. The third IDVP
analysis doubled the lumped-mass values to determine the
sensitivity of the tank response.

Results of the IDVP horizontal dynamic analysis are
presented in Table 6. bloments were greatly increased
and axial force decreased for the fine fluid mesh
compared to the coarse mesh. This is because the
bending is influenced by a more uniform distribution of
fluid elements. The lumped-mass model produced slightly
higher moments but lower axial forces than the
fine fluid mesh model. Little change in axial forces or
bending moments occurred when lumped-mass values were
doubled.

The IDVP has concluded that lumped masses or a fine
fluid mesh should be used to represent the fluid. The
tank response was only slightly sensitive to the value
of the lumped mass. The omission of fluid stiffness
when using lumped masses results in conservative forces
and moments in the tank. Sloshing effects are considered
to be of second order and to have no significant
effects.





Another IDUP question involved the representation
of rock/soil profile outside the trench and beneath the
concrete slab. Examination of cross sections C-C and
F-F shows that the rock profile differs with the
elevation. The IDVP investigated the influence of the
material outside the trench using models as shown in
Figure 19. The fine fluid mesh was used. The models
extended the mesh for an additional three columns beyond
the trench. Rock properties were assigned to the bottom
half layers. Both moments and axial forces (horizontal
excitation) were found to be less than those for section
Z-Z. When two soil layers- with an additional depth of 3
feet were placed beneath the concrete slab, moments and
axial loads were slightly higher as shown in Table 7.
The IDVP concluded that the rock outside the trench and
soil beneath the concrete slab has no significant impact
on the loads present in the tank when the HLA Line 1
(similar material) soil properties were specified.

To determine the influence due to the extent of the
element mesh, the IDVP performed an analysis using an
extended soil mesh with no, rock layers. The fine fluid
mesh was used. The element mesh is the same as that
shown in Figure 19. Results are given in Table 7. The
small difference in results demonstrates that modeling
of material outside the trench is not required when HLA
similar soil properties are used.

5.5.2

The static soil properties, as measured by HLA and
reported in 1978, were calculated from samples obtained
in bore holes and transported to the laboratory.
Laboratory testing for initial tangent modulus tends to
yield results that indicate the soil is less stiff thanit actually is. Therefore, initial tangent moduli
determined in the field are normally higher than
laboratory dynamic tests, and are usually considerably
higher than moduli determined in static tests. This is
demonstrated by the comparisons shown in Figure 13. The
IDVP concluded that the HLA measured static soil moduli
were lower than the present in situ values. Thus, the
HLA values are acceptable, since the less stiff values
would result in higher tank stresses, so long as they
do not indicate an unrealistically low factor of safety,
in which case an analysis which reflects the in situ
properties should be performed.
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The IDVP examined the trench soil properties.
Geophysical measurements obtained by HLA were used to
determine Gmax at very low strains. To consider
possible variations in the dynamic properties, HLA had
compared values of Gmax with data on dynamic properties
of similar materials considering them to be upper bound
values. The IDVP could not verify the source of HLA's
findings for similar materials. Figure 14 shows the
expected range in soil properties considered by the
IDVP. Line 4 was postulated by the,IDVP as an alternate
to Line 2 which shows HLA measured dynamic properties.
The slope given was the same as the 1982 CD line.

Analyses were performed by the IDVP considering the
three dynamic soil property lines and modeling the fluid
as lumped masses (see Figure 18). Horizontal and
vertical dynamic analyses results were superimposed with
the static analysis results in the 1982 HLA report. The
final iteration soil properties from the horizontal
analysis were used in the vertical analysis. Results
are shown in Table 8. bloments and axial forces using
Line 2 or Line 4 soil properties are substantially
higher than those using Line 1. Higher loads occur in
the tank wall when less stiff soil properties are specified.

These load comparisons as well as all others
computed by the IDVP (excluding those analyses using
rock columns as the free field column), use soil as the
free field column. This causes excessive conservatism
because greater response of the tank occurs when soil is
specified as the free field column rather than rock. In
reality, rock is the predominant foundation medium for
the buried tanks outside the trench.

The IDVP concluded that either the HLA measured or
the IDVP postulated dynamic properties should be used.
In addition, rock should be used as the free field layer
for subsequent analyses.

5.5.3

The IDVP performed additional analyses for a unit
width of the tank and considered the tank elements to
consist of the tank wall only without stiffeners. The
DCP analyses had computed stiffness properties of the
tank considering the intermittent angles to be fully
effective. A lumped mass model was used.
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The IDVP horizontal analysis using no stiffeners
showed that moments were greatly reduced while axial
loads remained almost the same (see Table 9). This is
consistent with the expected increase in load as the
stiffer section receives a larger load. Stresses for
the section with stiffeners fully effective were higher
than those stresses for the section without stiffeners.
The stress increase was not as high as the increase in
bending moments since the section with stiffeners had an
increased section modulus.

5.5.4

Previous IDVP analyses used the soil properties
specified in the trench to compute the free field
motion. A lumped mass model was used. These properties
were then used as the input for the finite element
models. From a global point of view, it is more
appropriate to use rock to represent the free field
motion. Therefore, the IDVP performed an analysis with
the model shown in Figure 19. The rock column at the
far left was used to compute the free field motion for
the Newmark time history directly applied to the base.
HLA measured dynamic'soil properties were used. The
shear modulus of the rock for the different layers was
based on the HLA linear relationship:

V = 9,667 — 83.3x

where V = Compression wave velocity
x = Elevation in feet

The moment and axial forces were computed (see
Table 10). A large reduction in the response of the tank
is noted when rock is used as the free field layer. Two
observations are noted. First, the rock is actually cut
on a slope and is not vertical at a set distance from
the trench as assumed in the model. Second, the linear
approximation used to determined shear modulus values
may cause some variance in the results. These items are
not expected to significantly affect the facto'r of
safety value.





5.5.5

The HLA 1978 and 1982 reports did not address the
factor of safety of the ellipsoidal heads. Therefore,
the IDVP performed analyses to determine the factor of
safety under the imposed loads. The ellipsoidal heads
are 9/16 inch thick, per AStlE Section VIII. The loads
acting on the heads are soil pressure, hydrodynamic,
hydrostatic, and inertia.

The IDVP considered the allowable 'stress to be the
yield stress (36 ksi) of the tank material. Stresses due
to the Hosgri event at or below this level meets criteria.

Passive soil pressure and fluid pressure due to
0.75g acceleration were considered to give the highest
stress level in the tank.

The passive Rankine state is a conservative upper
bound on the values of soil pressure acting on the
ellipsoidal heads. This is the maximum pressure
coefficient which is developed regardless of the ground
acceleration magnitude. In effect, this assumes that
the tank and ground go out of phase to the point that
the tank pushes a wedge of soil in front of it. As will
be shown> the factor of safety is greater than one
(i.e. criteria are met) for this case, so a more refined
soil pressure calculation was no't necessary.

Soil pressures were applied to the ellipsoidal head
as an equivalent hydrostatic fluid pressure. Compactedfilland sand properties were specified. Internal
friction angles of 30 degrees for the compacted filland
37 degrees for sand were taken from the 1978 HLA report.
An internal friction angle of 42 degrees for the
compacted backfill was used. This value is appropriate
for a 95% compacted sandy clay containing rock fragments
(Reference 26) and is an upper bound which will also
result in conservative pressures.

An analytical model was formulated using the ANSYS
computer program. The model consisted of axisymmetric
conical shell elements with the appropriate boundary
conditions.
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The worst case loading was composed of the passive
soil pressure pushing on the ellipsoidal head and
negative pressure due to sloshing of the fluid. This
loading is conservative because of the low probability
of occurrence. Housner's approach was used to determine
the fluid pressures. The buried tank was idealized as
having a rectangular cross section with a 10 foot width.

The length of the tank was then taken as 63 feet,
corresponding to the actual tank length. This results
in a depth of approximately 8.5 feet (full tank).
Equations used in Housner's approach yield portions of
the mass acting as rigid (convective) and impulsive,
together with the locations of the impulsive and
convective forces.

The maximum stress obtained was 22.2 ksi, which is
below the material yield stress. This stress is
conservative because of the magnitude and manner in
which the pressure was applied. This stress occurs in
the knuckle region of the ellipsoidal head, the expected
location of highest stress. Based on these results, the
IDVP found the ellipsoidal heads to be qualified for the
controlling Hosgri event.
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5.6

Based on the alternate analyses, the IDVP
concluded:

o Lumped masses should be used to represent the
fluid.

o Soil/Rock elements modelled beyond the trench
or below the conrete slab have an insignificant
effect on tank response.

o The section using stiffeners as being fully
effective results in higher stresses.

o Ellipsoidal head stresses are well within
allowables.

o The use of HLA measured dynamic soil properties
for soil inside the trench results in the highest
loads in the tank wall

o Rock properties should'e used for the free
field column.

HLA has revised their 1978/1982 analysis, and the
IDVP will present the results of the review in Revision
1 of this ITR.





6.0 AUXILIARYSALTNATER PIPING AND CIRCULATING WATER INTAKE
COHDUXTS

6.1

The Design Class 1 auxiliary saltwater (ASW) pipes
and Design Class 2 circulating water intake (CNX)
conduits extend in parallel approximately 1600 feet from
the turbine building to the intake structure, as shown
in Figure 20. The ASW/CNI lines drop at a 67 percent
grade approaching the intake structure, creating two
major bends in the otherwise straight pipe section. The
lines are located in trenches through rock; the backfill
above the lines consists of granular and clayey soils.
The 24 inch diameter steel ASW pipes are located in
compacted sand and are connected at 40 foot intervals to
the 16 foot by 30 foot reinforced concrete intake
conduits. A typical cross section of the ASN/CNX lines
is shown in Figure 21.

6.2

6. 2.1

For the Design Class 1 auxiliary saltwater piping,
the HLA analyses included a lithology definition,
backfill property, definition, finite element soil/
structure interaction analysis, and evaluation of the
adjacent De"ign Class 2 circulating water lines.

The backfill material properties used in the HLA
seismic analysis of the ASN/CNI lines were:

Average unit weight
Shear modulus*
Damping ratio*
Poisson's ratio

125 pcf
18.5 to 108.8 ksf
20.0 to 21.0 percent
0.40

* varying linearly with depth

Low-strain values of shear modulus were obtained
from field tests, as shown in Figure 22. High-strain
values of shear modulus were obtained from laboratory
tests and compared by HLA to published values, as shown
in Figure 23 (Reference 29). The variation of damping
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ratio with strain was obtained from laboratory tests
and compared by HLA to published values, as shown in
Figure 24 (Reference 29).

HLA performed field seismic tests on backfills at
the intake structure and at the diesel fuel oil tank
area to establish the range of Young's modulus values
for depths of 3 to 27 feet (i.e., confining pressures of
500 to 3000 psf). This range of values is indicated in
Figure 22, which shows the variation of shear moduli
with confinement as determined by HLA.

For dynamic analyses, HLA determined the variation
of shear modulus with strain by matching the results of
cyclic triaxial tests with normalized functional curve
shapes established through research studies. The cyclic
test results and the curve shapes are shown in Figure 23.

The HLA selected damping ratios that vary with the
strain level, as shown in Figure 24. This relationship
is one defined by leading researchers, and shows that
even for large variations in strain, the variation in
damping is not large (Reference 2). The HLA,test data
shown in Figure 24 indicate that their results fit the
normalized curves from the literature.

Based on the relative elevations.of the original
and final surfaces compared to the invert elevations of
the conduits, the lines are buried in trenches through
rock, and the trenches have been backfilled with good-
quality soil backfill material. The material properties
of the sandstone bedrock used in the HLA seismic
analysis were:

Rock unit weight
Shear wave velocities
Damping ratio
Poisson's ratio

140 pcf
2500 to 7000 fps
2.0~
0. 20
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The rock unit weight was estimated from the results
of laboratory tests (Reference 27). HLA established the
properties of the sandstone based upon laboratory
velocity measurements on rock samples (Reference 28).
Because the samples were not taken in the exact location
of the piping system, HLA used the test data to
determine a range of shear wave velocities (+ 25
percent), thus allowing for uncertainties in the dynamic
parameters. The shear wave velocity variation with
depth, as established by HLA, is given in Figure 25.
The damping ratio and Poisson's ratio were taken by
HLA as constant throughout the bedrock.

6.2.2

The values of low-strain modulus were obtained
from the results of field seismic tests, and were
interpreted for the effects of overburden pressure. The
higher-strain values were taken to be proportional to
standard curves given in the literature and widely used
in practice. The damping values were measured in tests,
and then proportioned according to curves from the
literature. The rock properties were, measured by field
seismic methods. Although the rock moduli seem low
compared to experience and to quoted values for similar
rocks in the literature, this difference should lead to
slight overestimates of displacements which, in turn,
are conservative. The IDUP therefore concurs with the
assumptions regarding lithology, and soil and rock
properties.

6.3

HLA used the computer programs TRIP and TRAUEL to
study the seismic behavior of the ASH and CWI lines.
The Hosgri 7.5I1 Newmark motion was assumed. One- and
two-dimensional finite element analyses were performed,
with the assumption that the lines move with the ground.
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The HLA analyses used three different material
types: the compacted fill, sandstone, and the intakestructure. Several load cases were considered to
account for possible variations of dynamic properties
and phase velocity. Results from the finite element
analyses were used to calculated resulting stresses in
the pipeline and conduit, assuming that the 'structure
experiences the same axial strain and curvature as the
surrounding material.

The IDVP found the DCP methodology for analyzing
the auxiliary saltwater pipes acceptable.
6.4

6.4.l
To study the seismic behavior of the ASW/CNI lines,

HLA used the computer codes TRIP and TRAVEL. The ISLA
analysis, consistent with the state of the art practice,
assumed that the ASW pipes and CWI conduits experience
the same deformations as the soil and rock.

Ground motions due to an earthquake vary throughout
the profile, and have a generally random orientation of
wave propagation relative to the structure. Finite
element codes, most widely used for prediction of
earthquake loading effects on soil-structure systemsg
are based on the assumption that the ground response is .

due to the upward propagation of shear waves through theprofile from an underlying rock formation. However, in
the case of soil-structure systems for which the lengthof the structure is long relative to the wave lengths, a
more realistic representation of dynamic response may be
obtained by considering various orientations of wave
propagation which travel along the base rock surface.

The analytical model used in TRIP and TRAVEL,
though limited to consideration of waves propagatingvertically through the profile from the base rock, takesinto account these traveling wave motions.

The TRIP program is for the determination of the
earthquake response of soil and rock formations and
ground surface motions. The one-dimensional code is
based on the complex response method, and is applicable
to problems in which ground motions for horizontally
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layered profiles are required. The profile is divided
in the vertical direction into layers, and thus takes
into account the variation of material properties with
depth. The input motion in horizontal and vertical
directions may be input at any layer, and deconvolved to
the rock base. The nonlinear behavior of the soil or
rock is handled by the "Equivalent Linear llethod", by
which an approximate nonlinear solution is obtained
through an iterative linear method, until the stiffness
and damping factors used in the analysis are compatible
with the effective shear strains throughout the system.
TRIP also considers the elasticity of the base rock, and
takes into account variable damping.

TRAVEL is a two-dimensional finite element
formulation based on the traveling wave concept. It is
applicable to problems in which the soil profile is
irregular, and is necessary to incorporate complex
boundary conditions. The finite element formulation
allows for the variation of material properties
throughout the profile. As with TRIP, the equivalent
linear method is used to take into account the nonlinear
behavior of the material properties. The complex
response method is used to control damping ratios in
each element.

6.4.'2

HLA analyzed the response of the pipelines and
conduits using, the Hosgri 7.5ll Hewmark motion, an
artifical accelerogram with peak ground acceleration of
0.75g. Vertical motion was determined by scaling the
horizontal record to give a peak acceleration of 0.50g.
One-dimensional and two-dimensional finite element
analyses were performed, using the assumption that the
lines move with the ground.

The one-dimensional models used the three profiles
shown in Figure 26. Profile I represents the area near
the turbine building, consisting entirely of sandstone.
Profile II is a shallower sandstone deposit. ProfileIII represents the materials east of the intake
structure, which consist of a shallow sandstone deposit
overlaid with compacted fill.

A representation of the soil and rock model for the
two-dimensional analysis is shown in Figure 27. The
intake structure is modeled on the right side of the
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finite element mesh. Free field rock motions
established from the one-dimensional analysis served as
the boundary condition on the left side of the mesh.

The one-dimensional and two-dimensional models did
not include properties of the ASN/CNI lines because
these structures were assumed to move with the ground.
The longitudinal strains, curvature, and accelerations
experienced by the sandstone at the pipeline elevation
were considered identical to those of the ASN/CNI lines.
6.4.3

The material properties required for input into the
finite element codes TRIP and TRAVEL are: (l) low-strain
shear modulus, or shear wave velocity, (2) damping
ratio, (3) Poisson's ratio, and (4) unit weight of the
material. Variations of shear modulus and damping
ratio with strain are required for soils, for which
these properties may be highly strain dependent. The
HLA analysis used three different material types: the
compacted fill, sandstone, and the intake structure. A
summary of the HLA recommended properties for these
materials is given in Table ll. The shear wave
velocities of the sandstone are varied in the analyses
by + 25 percent.

Several load cases were considered to account for
possible variations of dynamic properties and phase
velocity. Phase velocity is the velocity of wave
propagation along the surface of the base rock. Phase
velocities less than infinity represent elasticity in
the base rock, which must be considered in traveling
wave analysis.

6.4.4

HLA used results from the finite element analyses
to calculate resulting stresses in the pipeline and
conduits. It was assumed that the structure experiences
the same axial strain and curvature as the surrounding
material. Axial strains computed by HLA were multiplied
by Young's modulus for the pipeline material to give
corresponding axial and bending stresses. Total stress
was determined by summing up these components. As a
check on stresses computed from the results of the one-
dimensional analysis, HLA performed a simplified hand
analysis.
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Figure 28 shows two curves, both representing
seismically induced stresses witn variation of phase
velocity. One curve is the product of HLA's one-
dimensional finite element analysis; the other results
from HLA's hand calculated simplified analysis. The two
curves are comparable.

The factors of safety for the ASW pipelines and CNX
conduits were computed to be 2.6 and 2.8 respectively.
These were based on tested yield strengths of 47 ksi for
the pipe and 51 ksi for the CNX reinforcing steel. The
internal pressure stress (about 4 ksi) was not included
in the factor of safety calculation. Stresses were
determined using a phase velocity of 3600

fps.'LA's

two-dimensional analysis took into account
the irregularity of the profile and the effect of the
intake structure on ground response. Resulting stresses
from the two-dimensional analysis are given in Figure 29.
The peak stresses, located at the pipe bend, ranged from
approximately 15 to 42 ksi. The use of the highest
stress resulted in a factor of safety of 1.1 for the
ASN pipes. This factor of safety does not reflect the
stress due to internal pressure.

6.4.5

A factor of safety of 1.3 was determined using
stresses based on curve C. The allowable stress was
taken as 0.9 times the tested reinforcement yield
strength for computation of factor of safety as opposed
to yield stress when the factor of safety was computed
for the one dimensional analysis.
6.5

The IDVP first evaluated the ASN piping lines using
hand calculations. The first analysis considered soil
pressures due to the backfill acting in conjunction with
the internal pressure on the pipe. The passive
coefficient of pressure was reviewed for the sand. This
is the most conservative case, and assumes that the
conduit can move toward the bedrock and create the
passive pressure condition.





Pressures were then computed using the pressure
coefficients, density of sand and backfill, and geometry
of the section analyzed. The total pressure acting on
the sides of the bottom pipe was used. The net stresses
for the pipe wall were then computed using the
combination of internal and external pressure. The
external pressure was assumed to act with uniform
magnitude around the perimeter of the pipe. The maximum
hoop stress was 1.53 ksi at the inside face of the pipe
wall. This value includes both internal pressure and
minimum external pressure. The maximum radial stress
was 0.16 ksi. The IDVP found the resulting stresses to
be well below the ASNE allowable of 15 ksi.

The IDVP then evaluated the ASW piping lines for
traveling waves and resulting stresses. Compression,
shear, and Rayleigh wave velocities were considered.
The IDVP used values of shear wave velocity ranging from
2500 to 6000 fps. This reflects the range of velocities
present and varies with the elevation profile of the ASM
pipes (see Table 12). The IDVP then computed the maximum
axial and bending stresses due to the oblique shear wave
using Yeh's simplified methods (Reference 32).

Wave orientations were then selected which resulted in
maximum axial and bending stresses. Parameters were used
as per the Hosgri earthquake. Higher stresses resulted
from using lower wave velocities and higher ground
velocities and accelerations.

The final wave velocities used were lower bound
values as previously determined from the extreme
elevation values substituted into the equation for wave
velocity. The substitution of these values into the
axial and bending stress equation resulted in the values
shown in Table 13. The stresses due to internal
pressure would be in addition to the stresses induced by
the traveling waves.

The values presented in Table 13 are conservative
since the stresses due to compression, shear, and
Rayleigh waves do not occur simultaneously. The maximum
total axial or bending stress is actually a combination
of stresses due to compression, shear, and Rayleigh
waves.
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The IDVP evaluated the expressions for stresses due
to the three types of waves and found the solution which
yielded maximum stresses. The contribution to stress
due to shear, compression, and Rayleigh waves was
designated as a, b, and c percent, such that a+b+c =
1004. This is required since any combination of the
three waves must equal 100%. The largest axial stress
of 38.2 ksi arose from the use of 100-o Rayleigh wave.
The case using 100% Rayleigh wave also controlled for
axial bending. By adding the stress due to internal
pressure, the maximum pipe stress was 42.18 ksi. Since
the tested yield strength of the AS'ipe was 48 ksi
which is very near the maximum upper bound stress
(including conservatisms), the IDVP concluded that the
pipes are qualified for the Hosgri event.

The IDVP will present its review of the post
processing routines that use results of the TRAVEL
program to compute stresses in Revision 1 of this ITR.
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6.6

The IDVP reviewed the HLA analysis of the ASN
pipelines and supplemented its review with alternate
analyses. The IDUP found the HLA determination of soil
and rock properties to be acceptable.

The HLA determination of the factor of safety for
the ASH pipes did not include stresses due to internal
pressure. Inclusion of stress due to internal pressure
lowered the minimum factor of safety to 1.04, as
determined by the two-dimensional TRAVEL analysis. The
IDVP verified that the two-dimensional analysis yielded
the lowest factor of safety. This value is
conservative, since the stresses were determined using a
100%, traveling wave.

I

The IDVP finds the ASN pipes to be qualified,
pending finalization of the IDUP review of HLA post-
processing programs, which use the TRAVEL results to
compute stresses. The results of this review will be
presented in Revision 1 of this ITR.

HLA determined the minimum factor of safety to be
1.30 for the CWI conduits. The IDVP finds the use of
stresses from the combination of traveling and vertical
waves to be acceptable. Stress due to internal pressure
was properly included. The IDVP finds the CNI/conduits
to be qualified pending finalization of the IDVP review
of the HLA post processing programs, which use the
TRAVEL results to compute stresses. The results of this
review will be presented in Revision 1 of this ITR.





7.0 ERROR AND OPEN ITEfl REPORTS

. The IDVP issued ten EOX reports concerning HLA
soils work. Appendix A shows the .EOX file number,
description, date and status.

EOI 968 reports that HLA was not contracturally
required by PGandE to implement a quality assurance
program for the Diablo Canyon soils work prior to April
10, 1978. This file combined with EOI 3000 and was
closed following formulation of the IDVP verification
plan for the HLA soils work (Reference 2).

EOI 969 reports that the HLA QA program and
operating procedures did not comply with 10CFR50,
Appendix B prior to June 1978. This file Combined with
EOX 3000 was closed following fomulation of the XDVP
verification plan for the FIZA soils work (Reference 2).

EOI 970 reports that insufficent evidence was
available at HLA to establish that a control system was
in effect which was equivalent to 10CFR50, Appendix B.
This file combined with EOI 3000 and was closed following
formulation of the XDVP verification plan for the HLA
soils work (Reference 2).

EOI 981 reports that the seismic input into the
auxiliary saltwater piping analyses performed by PGandE
and HLA had not been checked by RLCA as part of the
preliminary reverification effort. This file was closed
following a review by RLCA of the PGandE inputs and
formulation of the IDVP verification plan for the review
of the HLA soils work (Reference 2).

EOI 1070 reports differences in the soil spring
values calculated by URS/Blume and PLCA for the
auxiliary building. This file combines with EOI 1097 as
a Class A or B error, and i" discussed in the auxiliary
building interim technical report, ITR No. 6< Revision 0.

EOI 1094 reports inconsistencies in the location of
borings 2 and 3 for the HLA intake structure soils work.
The HLA report (Reference 8) was later revised to agree
with the field geologist's log (Reference 20). Because
this inconsistency was not a mistake in analysis, design
or construction, it was resolved as a deviation..
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EOI 1100 reports a boring log for the HLA outdoor
water storage tank work that incorrectly notes two
firewater tanks as reference points for the boring
location, whereas only one firewater tank is located at
the site. The location of this boring was confirmed by
comparison with the HLA report (Reference 8) and by
reference to the auviliary building stairs (Figure 6).
Because this inconsistency was not a mistake in analyis,
design or construction, EOI 1100 was resolved as a
deviation.

EOI 1101 reports inconsistencies in the location of
boring 2 for the HLA outdoor water storage tank work.
The HLA field log indicated that the boring is in line
with Unit 1 containment, while the HLA report showed
that the boring is in line with Unit 2 containment.
Further discussion with the original field engineer
noted this item as a mistake on the field log. Because
this inconsistency was not a mistake in analysis, design
or construction, EOI 1101 was resolved as a deviation.

EOI 1112 reports a discrepancy in the location of
borings 18 through'22. These 1968 HLA borings are
shown on the HLA site plan to be in the intake line area,
while the HLA logs show the borings to be in the
discharge line area. The IDVP determined that the HLA
logs contained a mistake which does not affect the soils
work. Therefore, EOI 1112 was resolved as a deviation.

EOI 3000 combines with files 968, 969, and 970 to
report an inadequate quality assurance program for the
HLA soils work. EOI 3000 was closed on the information
from the Phase I Reedy QA reviews described in ITR 0 2,
Revision 0.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS

The IDVP reviewed the HLA soils work in conjunction
with the DCP analyses and augmented its review with
alternate analyses as required. The IDVP reviewed the
outdoor water storage tanks, intake structure, diesel
fuel oil tanks, and ASH and CNI lines for stability
factors of safety and stress evaluation as applicable.

The refueling water storage tank was selected as
the sample for review of the ONST by the IDVP. The tank
was found to meet licensing criteria with respect to
qualification of the tank and foundation.

The intake structure was reviewed and alternate
analyses performed by the IDVP to determine the dynamic
soil pressure. The IDVP found the DCP calculation for
sliding resistance forces to be inappropriate, however it
was shown that a factor of safety of 1.1 against sliding
was attained when the IDVP analysis methods and
conservative rock shear strength sections were employed.
The overturning and bearing pressure factors of safety
will be addressed in Revision 1 of this ITR.

The IDVP investigated parameters associated with
the HLA analyses used to qualify the buried DFO tanks.
The IDVP determined that the use of dynamic soil
properties with a shear modulus less than that
designated as similar materials by HLA would result in
higher loads imposed on the tank. Either a fine fluid
mesh or lumped masses is more appropriate for
representation of the tank. The DCP has reanalyzed the
buried DFO tanks as part of its corrective action. The
IDVP will present the results of its review of the DCP
reanalysis in Revision 1 of this ITR.

The IDVP reviewed the DCP analysis for the ASM
pipes and CNI lines. The DCP factor of safety for the
ASM pipes did not include stress due to internal
pressure; however, the IDVP showed the pipes to be
qualified when internal pressure was considered. The
DCP used a combination of traveling and vertical waves
to qualify the CNI lines, which the IDVP found to be
acceptable. The IDVP finds the ASM pipes and CWI lines
to be qualified pending confirmation of the
postprocessing routines and results, which used results
from the two-dimensional TRAVEL analysis to produce the
minimum factors of safety. The results of the IDVP
review of the postprocessing routines will be presented
in Revision 1 of this ITR.
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Boring
Surface El.

(feet)

1973 Field Logs

Depth to Bedrock
(feet)

Bedrock El.
(feet)

1973 Report

Surface El. Depth to Bedrock
Boring (feet) (feet)

Bedrock El.
(feet)

115.5

114.5

1978 Field Logs

113.5

112.5

115.5

114.5

1978 Report

114.5

112.5

10

11

12

13

115

115

115

115

115

115

115

115

115

16

13.5

15

19

7

13

29

99

101. 5

101

100

115

96

108

102

86

10

ll
12

13

14

115.5

115.5

115.5

115.5

115.5

115.5

115.5

115.5

115.5

15.5

14

13

14

1

19

7

13

29

100

101.5

102.5

101.5

114.5

96.5

108.5

102.5

06. 5

Table 1

Comparison of Bedrock Level from 1973 and 19?8 HLA Logs and Reports





Shot Hole Boring 86
Elevation
(feet)

Receiver Hole Boring II3

Yp Ys
(fps) (fps)

95

90

85

75

6400

6400

6700

6900

2800

2900

2400

, 3000

Table 2

Crosshol e Seismic Yel oci ties
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Description
DL + HS+ gri

SAP IVAxidyn
URS/Blume Anal sis* DCP

Review

DL + HS + DDE DL + HS + DE

DCP DCP

Verification Verification

Base
Shear (K) 5585 6030 6678 5287 2644

Overturning
Moment (K-FT) 212621 203268 198892 188169 94085

Blume's Report "Outdoor Water Storage Tanks, Dynamic Seismic Analysis for the
7.5N Hosgri Criteria", March 1979 (Page D.17)

DL + HS + Hosgri DL + HS + DDE DL + HS + DE

Description
Elem. Stress

URS/Blume's Anal.* DCP

Verification
Allow.
Stress

DCP

Verification
Allow.
Stress

DCP

Verification
Allow.
Stress

Maximum
Stress
Intensities
(ksi)
Steel Liner
Maximum
Stress
Intensity

=(ksi)
Steel Liner 9
Vault Area

(3)

(68)

15.43

33.97

10.84

38.6

40.60

40.60

11.21

20.45

22.5

22.5

6.43

12.11

16.7

16.7

*URS/Blume's Ressort "Outdoor Water Storage Tanks, Dynamic Seismic Analysis for the 7.5M Hosgri Criteria"
March 1979 (Table 7, Page 36)

Table 3

DCP Results - Refueling Water Storage Tank
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Sliding Forces

tructure Response
edestal + Base 8 ZPA

Force (Kips)

23,988
35,502

Dynamic Soil Pressure
Static Soil'ressure

59,490
SRSS

27,666
9,907

75,515

Resi stin Forces

Friction Force
Shear Fracture
Skin Friction of Soil Along North
and South Halls

12,065
77,031

7,290

96,386F.S. =
~i)~1 1. 28

96,386

Notes:

1) Dynamic Soil Pressure is added on a SRSS basis to the structure response
and static soil pressure.

2) Friction force = (N) Tan (phi), where N = Normal force and phi = 30 degrees,
angle of internal friction of the bedrock. The normal force is compacted
by subtracting the buoyant force from the total dry structure weight.
The total dry structure weight acting at a vertical acceleration of 0.5g
upward is then subtracted, yielding the total normal force.

3) Shear fracture is compiled as the product of the cohesion value times the
foundation contact area.

4) Friction and shear fracture resisting forces are for a plane within the
bedrock.

5) Values are excerpted from References 17 and 18.

Table 4

DCP Factor of Safety Against Sliding
Intake Structure
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Sliding Forces Force (Ki s )

Structure response
Pedestal + Base 9 ZPA

23,988
35,502

Dynamic Soil Pressure
Surcharge
Dynami c Water Pressure
Static Soil Pressure

14,500
"3, 110
1,140
9,907

88,147

Resisting Forces

Fri cti on For ce b

Shear Fracture
Skin Friction of Soil

along North and South Walls

8,320
81,352

?,290
96,962

F.S. = 1.10 Minimum. This F. S. was computed using a shear
'trength for rock of 7.2 ks f.

Notes:

1) Values for items a, b, c were determined by the IDYP. All
other sliding forces and resistances are identical to the
DCP values.

2) IDVP considered shear fracture to occur in the areas adjacent
to the shear keys. Friction resistance at the concrete/rock
interface was considered for the remainder of the contact
area.

3) The shear strength of 7. 2 ks f consists of the total of the
cohesion and shear friction components. As mentioned in
Section 4.5, the IDVP considers the value of 7. 2 ksf for
shear'trength and resultant factors of safety of 1.10 to
be conservative.

Tabl e 5

IDVP Factor of Safety Against Sliding
Intake Structure





Node Element
Coarse Fluid Mesh

Moment xial Fore
(ft-lb/ft) lb/ft

Fine Fluid Mesh

Moment Axial Force
(ft-lb/ft) lb/ft

Lumped Mass

Moment Axial Force
(ft-lb/ft) lb/ft

Double Lumped Mass

floment Axial Force
(ft-lb/ft) lb/ft

46

36

12

360

-88

-366

-96

9400

14800

22600

19300

14600

-30000

-39800

-25900

402

246

844

654

-322

-1151

-1827

2900

9300

11700

5700

4600

-19600

-24100

-10000

596

427

1078

1116

215

-2302

-2390

2180

5640

5830

1930

-4890

-10940

-12050

-4560

617

430

1119

1116

217

-2337

-2455

2300

5830

'970

1950

-4930

-11060

-12290

-469

Notes:

1) Horizontal Excitation
2) HLA Soil Properties (similar material)
3) See Figure 18 for models

Table 6

IDVP DFO Tank Study Results - Fluid Modeling





Node Element

Rock/Soil Outside
of Trench*

utside
Trench

Soil Beneath
Concrete Slab Fine Fl esh

Moment xial Force Moment
(ft-lb/ft) (lb/ft) (ft-lb/ft)

Axial Force
(lb/ft)

Moment
(ft-lb/ft)

Axial Force
(lb/ft)

Moment
(ft-lb/ft)

xial Force
(lb/ft)

-313

-637

239

283

130

102

-38

-3100

-8500

-6800

500

1600

1300

-700

300

374

318

836

681

-425

-1100

-1824

3300

8700

12500

5700

-5000

-19800

-24000

-10000

-391

221

-946

-721

-366

12?0

1902

-2780

8940

-11530

-5420

5020

20880

25330

10500

402

246

844

657

-322

-1151

-1827

2900

9300

11700

5700

-4600

-19600

-24100

-10000

"Notes:
1) Horizontal Excitation
2) HLA Soil Properties (similar material)
3) See figure 19 for models

Table 7

IDVP DFO Tank Study Resul ts
Rock/Soil Outside of Trench





Node Element Line 1

Moment (ft-lb/

Line 2 Line 4 Line 1

Axial Forces (lb/ft)
Line 2 Line 4

589

318

1409

1349

-605

-2509

-117

-56 -4938

164 -6663

95 -5064

-172 1324

-362 7129

-60 4423

611

-448

-740

897

1183

644

-1369

0 -709

-5954 319

-6361 -361

-3824 -809

2048 -790

6277 -250

3110 719

2080

4920

4790

1240

-5200

-11100

-11650

-2760

3444

-4740

-6360

-7200

-6910

-6230

-2030

-5690

-5900

-1220

5540

10450

7200

3291 -2530

3639 -6310

5008 -5830

6261 820

6703 6160

6065 10770

4968 7780

2810

3240

-4220

5120

5510

4970

4350

-2247 59 553 -105 -427 -67

-4340 -5600 1900 4741 2230 4120

574 99 0 . 110

Notes:

1) See Figure 18 for Models, Figure 14 for soil properties
associated with lines 1, 2 and 4

2) H = Horizontal, V = Vertical Excitation Table 8
IDVP DFO Tank Study Results

Dynamic Soil Properties





Tank Shell Only Shell Plus
Stiffener s Fully Effective

Node Element
Moment

(ft-lb/ft)
Axial

(lb/ft)
Mome n't

( ft-lb/ft)
Axial

(lb/ft)

8800

-400

12700

11300

5100

-49800

42500

2100

5400

5600

1600

-5100

-10600

-11600

-4200

596

427

1078

1116

215

-2302

-2390

2200

5600

5800

1900

-4900

-10900

-12100

-4600

Notes:

1) Horizontal Excitation
2) HLA Soil Properties (similar material)
3) See Figure 18 for model

Table 9

IDVP DFO Tank Study'esults-
Tank Stiffness
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Node Element
Rock as Free
Field Layer

Moment (ft-lb/ft)
S as Free
Field Layer

Moment (ft-lb/ft)
Rock as Free
Field Layer

Axial Force (lb/ft)

Soil as ree
Field Layer

Axial Force (lb/ft)

-503

-271

258

193

106

157

43

-161

43

-171

-55

-104

146

-4938

-6663

-5064

1324

7129

4423

553

611

-448

-740

897

1183

644

-1369

-105

99

-777

-1592

-1578

1083

-1006

-1512

1648

645

-2180

-2510

-3110

-3540

-3700

-3430

-2940

-2680

2030

-5690

-5900

-1220

5540

10450

7200

1900

3291

3639

5008

6261

6703

6065

4968

4741

Notes:

1) See Figure 19 for model
2) H = Horizontal, V = Vertical Excitation Table 10

IDVP DFO Tank Study Results—
Rock vs. Soil as Free Field Layer





t1ateri al
or

Structure

Unit
Weight
(pcf)

Poi sson'
Ratio

G max
(ksf)

V max
s

(ft/sec)
Damping

Ratio ( )
Notes

Compacted
Fi 1 1

125 0.40 6.0(<m) . 20.0

21.0

Shear modulus of 18.48 to 108.8
ksf with depth was used for the
analysis

Rock 140 0.20 2000+ 40X 2.0 Linear stress - strain was assumed

Intake
Structure 109 0.25 153856 6737 7.0 Fundamental period of 0. 037

second was assumed

a: G = Shear Vodulus; om = effective mean stress

b: V = Shear Wave Velocity; X = Depth from original rock surface

c: V max was assigned to give a fundamental period of 0.037 second
s

Table 11

Summary of i(LA Dynamic Parameters and Material Properties





Wave

Type

Bedrock
(Sandstone)

Vp (ft/sec.)

4080 - 9800

Vs (ft/sec.)

2500 - 6000

Vr (ft/sec.)

2280 - 5470

Vp = Compression wave velocity
Vs = Shear wave velocity
Vr = Rayleigh wave velocity

Table 12

IOYP Analysis of ASW Pipes - Soil Properties

Bedrock
(Sandstone)

Shear
Wave

max aa , ksi

max ab , ksi

17.40

Compressional
Wave

max aa , ksi

max ab , ksi

21. 31

.02

max aa , ksi 38.20

Rayleigh
Wave

max ab , ksi
(Comp. Wave)

max ob , ksi
(Shear Wave)

.05

.14

Table 13

IDVP Analysis of ASW Pipes
Stresses Due to Traveling Haves
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Contaiaaent
Building

Auxiliary
Building

Contaiarrent
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~North

Figure 1

Plan View and Boring Locations
Outdoor Water Storage Tanks
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Turbine Building

Containment Building

Fuel Handling Building

Outdoor Water Storage Tanks

Elevation 85 ft.
Elevation 61 ft. ~1

1
1 2

1 Elevation 115 ft.

Elevation 52 ft. 7 in.
Auxiliary Building

Figure 2

Cut Slope
Elevation View Along Plant Centerline





Vault

Building
Wall

Pour Line

Q1 T 0 C. El. 115.50

Q2 T.O.C. El. 116.00 Ground El. 115.0
Q3 El. 105

Q4 1 ft - 0 in. (typ)
Q5 3 ft+
Q6 Approx. Existing Ground

Q7 Excavate benches into rock
rock as shown

QB Existing Boring 82
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Engineered ~Fil 1

~ ~

I

II
II
II
II
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II
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IIil
II
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Figure 3

Refueling Water Storage Tank
and Foundation Details
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20

15

co 10

11.77 ksf
Test Values

5

4.0
35

0

0 2.5 5 10 15 20

Normal Stress (ksf)
25 30 35

Figure 4

Comparison of HLA Boring tto. 3
Test Values and Rock Parameters





Utilitytine access
trai)

EXPLANATlON

+ Recent fest borings
Q Recent test pits

O, Gg Previous test borings and pitsI 1970

~Seismic Refraction Line

Scale: 1" =100'302'5

A

1

Q3

2II
Q4

4A~ +
4 1

g

II Switchyard access road

Existing cut slope10

3

140 elevation bench .

Tanks

Fuel Handling Building Fuel Handl kg Building

Tanks

Unit No. 1

Auxiliary
Building

Unit No. 2

Figure 5

HLA 1970 and 1973
Boring Locations
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True North

108 feet ll inches

Reference North
Boring Hole 5

Boring Hole 4

23 feet 0 inches
oring Hole 1

Intake Structure
Control Building

Boring Hole 3

104 feet 2 inches Intake Structure
Boring Hole 2

239 feet 4 inches

104 feet 2 inches

Top Oeck

Intake Structure

Elevation
+17.5 feet

= " -Backfill~p
Hean Mater

Level
Elevation
0.0 fee+

'.; Bedrock
-18.5 feet

Bedrock'1

5 fee Elevation -38.5 feet

Figure 6

Intake Structure and Control Building
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"Structure" Beam "East wall" Beam

I ~ 5;o

ntIr

'II OI,

.v,:,<'~i .

Shear Young's Unit
tiodulus Hodulus Height
0 (ksf) E ksi (pcf)

~>A~i~~~n: Conc rctc

Void

Backfill

Bedrock

Top rock

197,600

0.1

0 6)0 ~ 75

27,000

27,0no

3430

530

530

150

0.1

122-127

140

140

0.25

0.05

0.35-0.43

0.39

0. 39

Base Shear

Structure Stick 81.2 k/ft
East Hall Stick 82.4 k/ft

Overturnin Homent

187.5 ft-k/ft
193.8 ft-k/ft

Figure 7

IDVP Finite Element Model for Intake Structure





Elevation 17.5 ft

1)

1)

2

evation
24.5 ft

81.4

Base Shear = 81.4 k/ft

. Figure 8

IDVP Shear Force Distribution Due
to Dynamic Soil Pressure
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1

1)
1)

1)

2

Elevation 17.5 ft

IDVP Flush Analysis
Total Force = 60.1 k/ft
Dimension of wall = 42 ft

3j

3)„

HLA Mononobe-Okabe Formulation
Total Force = 99 k/ft
Dimension of wall = 36 ft
Rectangular Distribution = 86H

Soil = 76H psf
urcharge = lOH psf

Elevation -24.5 ft

Figure 9

HLA and IDVP 'Dynamic Earth Pressure Diagrams





3x3x3/8 angle stiffener 4 inch g Vent Nozzle
Pipe Connection

1 4 Spaces 8 3 ft - 8-5/8 in.

63 ft - 0 in.
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Head. See ASNE Boiler
and Pressure Vessel
Code, Section VIII,
Appendix 1.

Elevation +85 Ground Surface
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Clayey Fill

Tank Stiffener
Storage Tank

2 ft-7 'in.
min.
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~ P
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~

i ~

Tank Holddown Strap
.~c
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Concrete

R = 5 ft - 6-3/8 in.

Figure 10

DFO Tank Elevation and Sections
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Cross Section C-C
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Figure 12

DFO Tank Cross Sections
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1000
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Figure 13

Static Soil Test Results
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Soil Properties for DFO
Tank Dynamic Analysis
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Figure 15„

Variation of Compression Wave Velocity for Sandstone
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DCP DFO Tank Static Model (1978)
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IDVP DFO Tank Study - Modeling of Fluid
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Maximum Shear Modulus vs. Effective Mean Stress
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EOl
File Ho. Subject Bev.

pe
tatus

view

Date By Type

Page 1 of 2

Action
Required

Physical
f'iod.

968

970

981

1070

Harding Lawson Asso-.
ciates, Quality
Assurance Finding

Harding Lawson Asso-,
ciates, QualitJJ
Assurance Finding

Harding Lawson Asso-
ciates, Quality
Assurance Finding

Auxiliary Saltwater
Piping - Seismic Inputs

Auxiliary Building-
Soil Spring Differences

0
1
2

0
1
2
3

1/30/82 RLCA
3/6/82 RIZA

5/24/82 TKS

1/30/82 RLCA
3/6/82 RLCA

5/24/82 TES

1/30/82 PLZA
3/6/82 RLCA

5/24/82 TKS

2/6/82 RIZA
4/30/82 RLCA
5/ll/82 TES
5/ll/82 TES

3/15/82 RIZA
7/21/82 RIZA
7/22/82 TES
7/22/82 TES

OIR
PPRR/CI

OIR
PPRR/Cl

OIR
PPRR/CI

OIR
PPRR/CI

PRR/CI

OIR
PPRR/CI

PRR/CI

RLCA
TES

None

RLC'A

TES
TKS

None

RLCA
TKS
XKS

None

No

1094 Intake Structure-
Borings $2 and 3
Location

7/5/82
7/5/82

7/9/82
9/27/82
0/11/82
0/18/82

RLCA
RLC'A

TES
TES

RIZA
TES

OIR
PPRR/0

PRR/0
OIR

PPRR/D
PRR/

RIZA
TES

PGandE
RU'A

TES
PGandE

STATUS: Status 1s lndlcated by the type of classlflcatlon of latest report received by PGandE:
OlR - Open ltea Report ER - Error Report A - Class A Error
PPRR - Potent1al Program Resolution Report CR - Complet1on Report S - Class D Error
PRR - Program Resolution Report Cl - Closed ltea C - Class C Error
PER - Potential Error Report DEV - Devlatlon D - Class D Error
OIP - Open item @1th future action by PGandE

PIIYSlCAL ND: Physical modl flcatlon required to resolve the issue. Dlank entry lndlcates that
mod1f)cation has not been determined.





Appendix A
EOI tus

Soi ey Page 2 of 2

EOI
File No. Subject Rev. Date By Type

Action
Required

Physical
ViOd.

1100

1101

1112

3000

Outdoor Water Storage
Tanks -.Boring Nil
Additional Firewater
Tank

Outdoor Water Storage
Tanks — Boring g2-
Location

Boring Location
Inconsistencies

Harding Lawson Asso-
ciates Quality
Assurance Report

0
1
2
3
4
5
6-

8/16/8
8/18/8
9/10/8

11/11/8

8/16/8
8/18/8
9/10/82

11/13/82
ll/18/82
12/3/82
12/3/82

12/29/82
12/29/82
1/5/83
2/15/83
2/15/83
2/22/83
2/22/83

5/24/82
6/22/82
6/22/82

RIZA
RIZA

TES
TKS

RIZA
RIZA

TES
TES

RIZA
TES
TES

RIZA
RLCA

TKS
TKS

RLCA
TES
TKS

OIR
PPRR/DEV

PRR/DEV

OIR
PPRR/OIP

PRR/OIP
OIR

PPRR/DEV
PRR/DEV

CR

OIR
PPRR/OIP

PRR/OIP
01R

PPRR/DEV
PRR/EkV

CR

OIR
PRR/CI

CR

RU'A
TES

PGandE
None

RLCA
TKS

PGandE
RIZA

TKS
RLCA
None

RIZA
TES

PGandE
RLCA

TES
XKS

None

TES
TES

None

No

No

STATUS: Status is indicated by the type of classification of latest report received by PGandE:

OIR - Open item Report ER - Error Report A - Class A Error
PPRR - Potential Program Resolution Report CR - Completion Report 0 » Class 0 Error
PRR - Program Resolutfon Report Cl - Closed item C - Class C Error
PER - Potential Error Report OEV - Deviation 0 - Class 0 Error
OlP - Open item with future action by PGandE

PRYSIChf. N0: Physical modf ffcation required to resolve the issue. Blank entry'indicates that
«edification has not been determined.
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APPENDIX B

KEY TERll DEFIHITIQHS

(The definitions in this glossary establish the meanings
of words in the context of their use in this document.
These meanings in no way replace the specific legal and
licensing definitions.)
Allowable Criteria

- llaximum stress or load provided by the licensing
criteria.

As-Built
— Present configuration of DCNPP-l as shown by IDVP

field verification; same as in-service.

Atterberg Scale

- A geometric grade scale used for classifying
particles in sediments.

Axial Load
1

— Load acting on a member along an axis.

Bearing Capacity
- Load per unit area which can be supported by the

ground.

Bedrock

- General term applied to the solid rock underlying
soil or any other ground surface.

Blume Spectra
- Hosgri response spectra generated for DCNPP-l by

URS/Blume.

Boring
- A sampling technique whereby a drill rig with a

core drill is used to bore into the ground and a
sample or core of soil is extracted for analysis.
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Calculation Files
— DCP term for set of individual, numbered design

calculations.
Class 1E

— The safety classification of the. electrical
equipment and systems that are essential to
emergency reactor shutdown, containment isolation,
reactor core cooling, and containment and reactor
heat removal, or otherwise are essential in
preventing significant release of radioactive
material to the environment.

Closed Item
— A form of program resolution of an Open Item which

indicates that the report aspect is neither an
Error nor a Deviation. No further IDVP action is
required.

Code Classes I< II, and IXI
- Refers to piping classes of ANSX B31.7 Nuclear

Power Piping Code.

Completion Report
- Used to indicate that the IDVP effort related to

the Open Item identified by the File Number is
complete. It references either a Program
Resolution Report which recategorized the item as
a Closed Xtem or a PGandE document which states
that no physical modification is to be applied in
the case of a Deviation or a Class D Error.

Corrective Action
— Response of the Diablo Canyon Project to concerns

related to the Hosgri qualification which were
identified either by the IDVP or by the DCP
Xnternal Technical Program.

Crosshole
— Seismic refraction test performed between adjacent

boreholes.
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Damping

— The measure of energy dissipation in a system.

DCNPP-1

— Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Unit l.
DCP

- Diablo Canyon Project: PGandE and Bechtel Power
Corporation.

DDE

- Double design earthquake.

DE

- Design earthquake.

Dead Load

- A constant load exerted by the weight of a mass at
rest; also known as static load.

Deadweight

- Sustained load caused by acceleration due to
gravity.

Design Analysis
— ttork performed by or for PGandE.

Design Codes

— Accepted industry standards for design (e.g.,
AISCg AISIg ANSI'SHEN'NNAL IEEE).

Deviation
- A form of program resolution of an Open Item

indicating a departure from standard procedure
which is not a mistake in analysis, design, or
construction. No physical modifications are
required, but if any are applied, they are subject
to verification by the IDVP.
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Downhole

— Seismic refraction test performed by placing
sensors at varying levels in a borehole to measure
ground level impulses.

Dynamic Load

- A force exerted by a moving body on a resisting
member, usually in a relatively short time
interval; also known as energy load.

Eigenanalysis/Eigensolution
— Defines frequencies of vibrations, mode shapes,

and participation factor for a math model.

Elements

- Mathematical computer representation of stiffness
connections between node points (e.g., a beam).

Energy Load

- See Dynamic Load.

Envelop

— Response spectra "A" is said to envelop response
spectra "B" if all the accelerations on "A" are
higher than those on "B" for the same frequency
region.

EOI

— Error and Open Xtem Report.

Equivalent Static Method

— Static analysis method whereby an acceleration
applied to a system is treated as a static force.

I
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Error Report

- An Error is a form of program resolution of an
Open Item indicating an incorrect result that has
been verified as such. It may. be due to a
mathematical mistake, use of wrong analytical
method, omission of data, or use of inapplicable
data.

Each Error shall be classified as one of the
followings

o Class A: An Error is considered Class A if the
design criteria or operating limits of
safety-related equipment are exceeded and, as a
result, physical modifications or changes in
operating procedures are required. Any PGandE
corrective action is subject to verification by
the IDVP.

o Class B: An Error is considered Class B if the
design criteria or operating limits of
safety-related equipment are exceeded, but are
resolvable by means of more realistic calculations
or retesting. Any PGandE corrective action is
subject to verification by the IDVP.

o Class C: An Error is considered Class C if
incorrect engineering or installation of
safety-related equipment is. found, but no design
criteria or operating limits are exceeded. No
physical modifications are required, but if any
are applied, they are subject to verification by
the IDVP.

o Class D: An Error is considered Class D if
safety-related equipment is not affected. No
physical modifications are required, but if any
are applied, they are subject to verification by
the IDVP.

Field Verification
— The process of verifying actual configuration of

equipment, buildings, and components at the
installation site against PGandE drawings.
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Fines

— Particles smaller than average in a mixture of
particles varying in size.

Finite Element Method

— Idealisation of a structure with representation of
members and masses by nodes, beams, plates, etc.

FSAR

— PGandE's Final Safety Analysis Report.

Hosgri Criteria
— Licensing criteria referring specifically to the

postulated Hosgri 7.5M earthquake.

Hosgri Report
— A report issued by PGandE that summarizes their

evaluation of DCNPP-l for the postulated
Hosgri 7.5M earthquake; includes seismic
licensing criteria.

IDVP

— Independent Design Verification Program undertaken
by R. L. Cloud Associates, Teledyne Engineering
Services, Stone,a Webster Engineering Corporation
and R. F. Reedy to evaluate Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant for compliance with the licensing
criteria.

Inertial Loads

- Loads produced by inertial motion of a body.

Internal Technical Program

— Combined Pacific Gas and Electric Company and
Bechtel Power Corporation project formed for
Diablo Canyon completion.
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Licensing Criteria
— Contained in PGandE licensing documents; includes

allowable criteria (see Hosgri Report).

Lithology
- Descriptions of physical characteristics of rock

determined by eye or low-power magnifier.
Includes color, structures, mineral components, and
gra'in size.

Load

- Consists of forces, moments, accelerations, and
displacements which are applied to piping,
attached equipment, or supports.

Member Qualification
- Consists of allowable loads for a particular

structural member at DCNPP-1 as specified in the
design criteria.

Moment

- A rotational load about a point produced by
applying a force at the end of a lever from that
point.

Open Item
- A concern that has not been verified, fully

understood, or its significance assessed. The
forms of program resolution of an Open Item are
recategorized as an Error, Deviation, or a Closed
Item.

- Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

PGandE Design Class 1

— PGandE engineering classification for structures,
systems and components which corresponds to NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.29 Seismic Category I
classification.





Phase I Program

— Review performed by RLCA, TES and RFR, restricted
to verifying work performed prior to June, 1978
related to the Hosgri reevaluation design
activities of PGandE and their service-related
contractors.

Poisson's Ratio
- The material property characterizing the degree of

transverse deformation when a load is applied.

Potential Program Resolution Report
and Potential Error Report

- Forms used for communication within the IDVP.

Program Resolution Report
- Used to indicate that the specific item is no

longer active in the IDVP. It indicates whether
the resolution is a Closed Item, a Deviation, or
that responsibility for an Open Item has been
transferred to the PGandE Technical Program.
Further IDVP action is required upon completion of
the associated PGandE Technical Program task if
the IDVP transfers an Open Item to PGandE or if
physical modifications are applied with respect to
a Deviation.

QA Review

— Quality Assurance review.

Qualification
- The final step in the process of evaluating plant

buildings, systems and components, and confirming
that they comply with the plant licensing
criteria.

Response

- The motion resulting from an excitation of a
device or system under specified conditions.
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Response Spectra

— A plot, for all periods of vibration, of the
maximum acceleration experienced by a single degree
of freedom system during a particular earthquake;
used in seismic analysis. Types of spectra
include both vertical and horizontal.

Response Spectra Modal Superposition
- Dynamic analysis methodology whereby responses are

calculated separately on a mode-by-mode basis and
then combined.

Seismic

— Refers to earthquake data.

Seismic Load

- Load produced by an earthquake.

Seismic Refraction Tests
- Geologic technique for evaluating in situ

subsurface conditions. Consists of sending
impulses through the material and measuring the
shear- wave velocity at adjacent sensors.

Seismic Service-Related Contractors
- RLCA term to identify those PGandE contractors who

performed seismic service-related work prior to
June, 1978. Includes: EDS Nuclear, Inc., Wyler
Laboratories, Cygna Energy Services (EES), Harding
Lawson Associates, URS/John A. Blume and Associate
Engineers, and ANCO Engineers (see Seismic Design
Chain).

Shear

- Parallel to the plane of reference.

Shear Failure
- Failure occurring when the material undergoes

relative slippage along a plane parallel to the
direction of loading.
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Sieve Analysis
- The size distribution of solid particles on a

series of standard sieves of decreasing size,
expressed as a weight percent.

Single Degree of Freedom Model

- Simplified mathematical representation of a
structure.

Sliding Resistance
— Resistance of base to sliding of a structure.

Spectra
- Graph showing relationship between acceleration

and time; used in seismic analysis.

SRSS

- Square root of sum of the squares.

SSE

- Safe Shutdown Earthquake: Maximum intensity
earthquake for which the plant is designed to "

remain functional.
Static Load

- See Dead Load.

Test Response Spectra/Test Spectra
— The response spectra measured during the test.

Time History Analyses
— Used to determine the dynamic response of a system

excited by accelerations as a function of time.

Verification Analysis
— cwork performed by RLCA as part of the XDVP.

Young's Modulus

- The material property characterizing the ratio of
uniaxial stress with strain.
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Appendix C

HLA Lateral Earth Pressure Values
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APPENDIX D

PROGRAII fIANAGER' ASSESSllENT

As Program l3anager of the Independent Design
Verification Program, TES has reviewed the verification work
as described herein.

The program management function was performed by TES in
accordance with the Phase I Program tlanagement Plan. The
task of additional verification of Soils Investigations and
Analyses which is part of the management function was carried
out through several steps:

l. Meetings were held with RLCA and the DCP to review
and discuss technical assumptions and results.

2. Calculations and reports performed by RLCA were
reviewed. The underlying DCP documents were
utilized in this review.

Professors J.N. Biggs and bl.J. Holley, Jr. were involved
in a portion of the IDVP efforts herein reported. Their
participation was focused upon questions of structural
equilibrium and structural response rather than upon soil
roperties and the soil mechanics aspects of analyses leading
o forces at the soil/structure interfaces. It was directed

primarily to the evaluation of principal structures,
including the Intake Structure and tne Diesel Fuel Oil Tanks,
discussed in Sections 4.0 and 5.0 of this ITR. Their
involvement included participation in open meetings in which
these structures were topics of discussion and review of
relevant mateial generated by RLCA supplemented, as needed,
with material generated by the DCP.

It should be noted that the review of the HLA l983
Report will be reported in Revision l of this ITR.
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